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Abstract I 
, . 
The psycho1ocial needs - ~f o~r ' elderly populatiori are 
" . 
,of,ten unintentionai~Y~l~cted in" ~avQur of tre,~tment'· of 
th~ more obvlo~,s , ph~cal needs.-,. This is of .interest to all ' 
. , 
health professiona~s, but par~icularlY ,those ' active,ly 
- ' involved with geriatric p~tients and those involved wit~ 
,the educat~on of student nu.rses, who must prevent, this 
. . , , .. 
imbalance in the nu~ses of tomor r.ow by introduc'ing, th~m to ' 
Such 
to the psychosocial , needs of the elderly" few such packages ' 
. .,/ 
exist. ' If student nurses were. exposed to such packages, it 
is' felt that 'they wo~ld be,come versed not only in the early 
prevention and curing of psychosocial probl~ms, but also 
experienced in teaching the elderly themselves ' _~ prevent 
and cure such problems. Thus ' this holistic approach would 
II ' 
- . 
. 
Tesult in an eld~rlY'individual who was.healthy both in b6dy 
, . - , 
an4 spirit. At St. Clare's Mercy Hospital School of 
, . 
Nursing, ~he lecturers an,d admihistration~ were aware of their 
reBponBibili~y to educa~e their ~ovlee students to the 
, , , ' 0 , ' 
esychoBocial context of ,the ~lderly, but were unable to 
ii 
, ' 
r 
• 
.. . 
, , , 
I 
# 
• 
.. 
" 
1/ 
....... ' . 
• 
.. 
• 
,-
" 
review the problem due to lack of introductory material, 
heavy workloa~ and time constraints. Such -factors did -not 
p,r.~i t, them to either conduct an exhaustive sea'rch . for, or 
design, develop, and impl~ment a ~rogram of the· type and 
depth r~quired. ' The solution to this problem was that an 
I 'I \ 
iflformatlonal/atti tudi:nal package In the form' of':, a s~ ide-
• I 
t~pe presentation be devei6ped by ~omeone -with a knowledge 
~ 
of educational techn~logy. ': The' JJltimate bjective of this 
' . , . . ' I • 
... ' " 
package was t~ make student nurses~ and other health 
. ' . .1 ... .. . 
professi'onals co"'~ted ' witb geriatric patients, ' aware of 
, ~ , 
~he psychosocial nature a~d needs of, t~e elderly. Such a 
pac'kage was produced with an inst.ructional deveiopm'eot model 
. in mind,' said lQodel consisting of fou r major steps ~-
. .---..:...-- -- " ~\- , defining the pr~blem, designing the presentation, evaluating 
: 
:~he pres~n~atibn, and dev~lopiOg a diss~~inati~n plan. The 
e'valuation of the package produced a satisf~~tory re~ult, 
• 
, and th~.dissemination plan is being applied as of this 
writing. 
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C~ER I 
. ~ .. ta' IN'l'RODUCTio 
, 
-, 
Ba:ckground ,to the Problem of Denial of the , 
Psychosocial Needs of t~~ Elderly , 
• . ' 
An Qvervi~w .. t , < 
. .' .. \ .. ' " 
" - II ' . la -, • 
." • '. " .. 1-\ ~ . .' 
, . ." "': ~ 
• I 
,1 . , 
, . { . 
. , . 
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• .
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• • fI ~ ' • 
.. i ' •• )( \ .~f • 
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,; , . ' . 
.. , A most dramatic shift· is 'occurri~g ,in the ' '1"0";" . 
• or , ~har'act'eri8tics of the' POPul~t1:on of North, Ame';~c:a', ,~~W ~'h 
, 
) 
~ 
" 
. 
., . 
refe;ence to 't~e relativ.e a~e of the population., ,' T~e: 
-' <> elderly are curre~tly (in . a .minority., but they are ' a fast- . , 
, grOwi~,g. minority. (Thi,s incr
4
eaE!e 1"s due in 'gteat part to 
. 'improved heal\~h. care-'-and. ~o \ the. Wbaby booin- of th~ po~t-WW11 
years'.) It 'S estimat~~h~t by t;,he ~earc 2~3~i 20'. ~Of 'the : 
~OPul~ti~n w~l' ~e over 65 years of'8ge (Rosenberg • ~rad, 
/ 
19PO). In' terms of sheer ' numb,ers, ,this ~ans a b~e-third 
I # • J • 
overall ..increase in the 'need'S pf' the elderly with a' probable 
. . . 
~ction fn, th~ labour force available to meet th~se'n~eds 
(Isaacs & Neville, 1976). ~his.is naturally of conce~ to ., 
health-care ~orkers and health professional~, who will' 
.. 
-
conti'nue to find themselves responsi"ble for the health of" 
~, 
this,' group, as ,elderly patients make up an increasingly,\, ~ 
j ~ • 
larger p~rcentage of the average hospital's ' p~ulation. 
. . . , .. 
.-
. 
" 
' . 
, 
., 
L' 
.. 
However, ,althouglt ,l't , is important'to reali,ze 'that; ,much 
of ~th~p~la~i9n of 'a hospU:al fa e.lderly,. i.t . is equa~lY it < .. , 
r '. · 
. ;,' 
,·not more important to real ze that only a small p*rcentage 
\ . 
" 
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. 
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'f 
of the elderly are in hospital. Only 5-10' of the elderly 
population.reside in nursin~ homes or hospitals (Teare, 
. 
1982), ;~ 0; course many still come into cOntact-with 
health professional~ through short-duration hospital visits 
and through consult~tions with family doctors and/or 
p'h-ar~ac ists. The' same must be seen to be true of all age 
ranges o'f the population.' ~ 
' .. ' ': . I,tI\SS ,b/l!n nted .t~s~ . 90%. of the elderly POPUI~~~ of 
, tanada (Wong, Wong , Arkli~, 1985) live ,in their own homes 
, w 
, , functioning indeperident~y or with the assistance of family, 
" 
. ',' 
, ,~ 
friends, and/or com~unity heal~h services. This indicates 
, -
t,hat 'unless adequa'te support from the community is both 
available and availed of, the JUeat m~joijty of people over 
, 65 will have to come to grips with the experience of old age 
WithJut the advantages which would be afforded by such 
support. ' 
. -
As the years roll by, ~ore people live aion~, without 
-their a,pouses and 'without family~ This has t?een 'seen to 
beespec.ially true of women, as 'the trend of women to 
.. . , 
, , 
outlive men' has increased since 1951 ,(Rosenberg" 'GradJ 
- , 
., 1980). Consequently the therapeutic benefits of 
I , • • 
: continuing contact wjth clns~'friends i~ often s~vered at , ~ 
time when the JDanifestations 'of the A9 i z:19 process are at a 
I 
traumatic level. 
" 
r, 
:.' ' .... 
. , 
, , 
, f 
-' 
• 
.. 
The Aging Process -- PhysiCal Change 
such manifestations are not limited to the obvious 
• • 
changes such as greying of the hair and )lrinkling of the 
. . 
3-
skinl nor to the physiological losses such~as an increased 
sensitivity to disease, decrease in muscle strength and 
. , 
~ndutance (including decreas~ in heart muscle stren~th, 
which affects .how· vigorously \he heart may function), 
reduced 'liver anc;1 kidney f-tmction~, and the decrease' in 
e'lastici ty a~d ~alcif ication of the skeletal system . 
( Roc'k s t e i n I 1975). , 
Beyond these"ch~nges'which are considered fO be a 
natur'al part of the aging p'rocess', there are those 
physiological changes wnich are common but not inevitable 
-- dhd therefore not considered natural. These include 
such things as deterioration of ey~aight arid ot hearing and 
• 
deterioration of memory and loss' of~mental control • 
. ' 
I .. ~ 
Beyond ~ven this aging proce~s, which can certainly 
, 
be stresaful, there are the PSYChosocial· effects of SUCh 
changes., Incontinence I is a purely physiological change, an 
, 
extreme ~esult of reduced, kidney function: Despite the 
fact that this reducid funct~o~ is part of. the natural 
aging process, i~ cah be exLr.emely embar rassing .to the 
." 
elderly individUal. As a result of incontinence, se~f-
------________ ~----------------------k-----------------____ _ 
• Defined, rather simp~y, by Dox (1979) aa . -involving 
psychological And socia~ f~ct~rs.-
-.. 
4 
esteem may dete [iorate. 
Similarly, the deterioration of eyesight is a 
physiological change with psychosocial results. Poor vision 
not only inhibits the ordinary daily activities such as 
drIving, cooking, and so on, but affects such pleasurable 
activity as ~eading, watching television ~nd movies, and 
writing. If an elderly individual does not strive to 
overcome such physical limitations -- as indeed frequently 
. . 
. liappens -- then there will be a sha.rp decrease in mental 
stimulation. The 'cha~ge .itself may be difficult enough to 
cope with, but the result of the change can have pronounced 
negative psychosocial effects. 
The Aging Process -- psychosocial Chan~ 
Even when the phYSiologically-related psychosocial 
factors are not sufficiently varied, numerous, stressful; 
insidious and constant to n~cessitate professional care, we 
must still consider those psychosocial events which ~re 
unrelated to the physiological. aspects of aging •. ..: These 
-include the loss of friends and/or family through 
immobilization and/or death (and, in the ~ase of the death, 
the related bereavement), the trauma of retirement ~ 
(voluntiry or enforced) and its effect on self-concept, 
status in the communi tr,.n'c, income · reduction; fear of 
impending institutionalization, the imminence of death, the 
~ 
change in physical appearance Dnd the resulting effects on 
'\. 
5 
self-concept. 
Most psychosocial change for the elderly individual can 
be attribu'ted to one of a variety of misunderstandings about 
the psychosocial needs of the eld~rly. This t~ndency to 
misunderstanding derives from a tendency to translate change 
in psychosocial events to change in PQychosocial needs. 
, . 
The elderly' population,do nol have special ,psychosocial 
\ ' I 
needs -- rather, they have needs which are,intensified. It 
is important to' realize tl)at ,it is in fact the intensity of 
the' needs, and not the needs t 'hemsel ves which are different 
for the elderly. 
, It is because of the fact that, quite often, people do 
not realize that the elderly are not widely different in the 
needs and social character that certain myths about the 
. 
elderly have been perpetuated. These myths (discussed a~ 
lenqt.h Appendix A, and pages 11-14 of Appendix 0) are one 
more sOUrce of BtJ:~SS with which the eld'eJ:ly must come to 
grips. Included ~mong these myths are visions of the 
elderly as grumpy, frail and ill (and conseci~'ntlY spending 
most of their time in nu rSing homes or hospitals), bor ing, . 
I ' 
senil~, lonely, unproductive, baving difficulty learning new 
-
skil,ls, and sleeping a great' deal. Even more insidious ar.e 
the subconscious assumptions people, make about the elderly 
-that they are unintere~te~ and/or incapable of sexual 
behaviour, th'at they tend to be or become re11giou8, that 
all elderly people are very 'much allke ... and that old age 
( 
.. 
. , 
I 
-
, 
.' 
-
• ~ t. .- -.~ __ ~
6 
begins promptly at sixty-five years. Weakness and problems 
- - . 
are often focused on and thought of as characteristic of old , 
age. 
These negative stereotypes are so strongly entrenched 
in our society (Kennedy" 1978), that the elderly person may 
share these-mythical beliefs him/herself, and may,do so 
.. 
either consciously ~r ~ub~bnsc'i~1,1SIY, t ,hUS adding ~o. or ,.-
creating ,his/her own probl.~s without any awareness of such 
I 
a contribution. ,All these considerat~ons inevitably p~~nt 
to the necessity for psychosocial counselling and care for 
the ,elderly. 
Education of the ·Care-givers· 
, 
Those people, responsible for the care of the elderly 
need additional guidance, not so much in the physica'l care 
of t~elr charges (in wbich they are considered to be, on the 
whole, suff ic'iently well-versed), 'but in the psychoso~ial 
realms •. The care-givers whethe'r they be nurses in a 
hospital, student nurses in a classroom, workers in a 
. 
nursing home, volunteers or social workers in contact w~th 
'. 
those elderly living ' at home or eVen the elderly themselves 
-- need concrete practical information to enable them to 
deal with specific problems sucb as wandering behaviour and 
adjustment to retirement, and to help them realize that 
psychosocial car~, li,ke physical care .. shOUld be dealt wit,h 
, , 
'. 
\; 
I 
I 
I 
'I' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
.. , 
-' 
on a preventative rather than ~trictly -burative basis~ 
A"vital part of the education of all care-givers 
7 
necessarily includes the correction up of any misinformation 
abou~_ , the psychosocial nature of the elderly. Before care-
givers can be effec~ively taught about practices and methods 
- . .~~~ 
, '. 
of dealin~ , ~ith problems, they 'should be made cognizant of 
the underlying caus'es in order to hel,.p them eradicate' in 
, I 
o 
order to work successfully ~ith old people.-
, 
a new professional con~ext has been documented by Ker~chner 
(1976), who states that all pro~essionals working with old · 
older 
people need new training, which should inClUle., 
consciousness-raising as to the capabilities of 
persons 'and strategies to combat stereotyp'i g. His view is 
;' 
supported by Kennedy '(1978), who ,states tha society should 
frovide a new image showing older ,persons apable of growth. 
The pee~ for national training programs de 
a~titudes towaids the elderly w~s documen 
Bouse:;'Con'ference on Aging (cited 
rec,ommended thatr 
Educational proguams be initiated 
,breakdown of stereotypes, enhance 
/ 
in the White 
1983), which 
the 
, , 
( . ,' ., 
.. 
'. 
/ 
" ' 
.~ ... 
" , 
.,(. 
. 
responsibilities, recognize the value of the 
elderl;y as a human resource and increase aging 
awareness through a combination of experience of 
life10ng learning, role couQseling (includiqg 
preretirement preparat~on) ana intergenerational 
learning. (Recommendation 57). 
" . 
Education of the Elderly Themselyes 
8 
That the elderly themselves must be aware of the own . 
" psychosOc1al problems, and therefore require education, may 
see~ to be a'(txtenptoa;~f education of the 'ca're-givers 
rathe,,-' tpa~-~" '6~~ate anq discrete category. Some' the \' t_/~ " 
.psychOso~_~_al,~~~Jle1na"'\hich the e~de-rlY en~Qunter simply 
demand/ that the care-.glvers educate the elderly (and, 
~. ."." 
incidentally, society in gener~l) as to. the nature and real 
cause of the problem, if.such a problem is ever to be 
solved. Exemplary of these problems which require the , 
educated ' co-operation of the sufferer him/herself are those 
, . 
crea-ted by the_ I\lyths about the elderlyz an elder person, 
believing him/herself t,o be limlted by frailty, will cease 
strenuous phy~ical activity, and thereby lose the 
opportunity for not only valuable phys-ical and mental 
exercise, but also needlessly lose control over his or her 
,',' 
own life. ,i 
~ 
That ,the elderly sometimes view themselves ~s Qth~rs so 
wrongly pe~ceive them -- as malfunctloning, decrepit un~ts 
-- indicates only oa~ way ,through which education 'of the. 
elderly could help to prevent and, solve ptoblems. Through 
, , ' 
• 
, - ' 
-. 
9 
education some of the common fears of old age could be 
I ". • • 
allayed -- fear of hospitalization~ fear of senility, fear 
of poverty, and so forth. Education could help ~h~elderly 
,deal with loss of identity by helping them to create new 
identities, and to boost the feeling of self-worth by 
attending to physical appearance. 
Dey'ond Education 
Some of the psy~hosoc,ial problems and syndromes , which 
, I 
the elderly experience are not solvable through educetion. 
Th~ir effects may be anticipated, losses compenseted for, 
and possibly the intensity of the problem lessened, but it 
( 
mus ,t be seen that this is not the same as solving the 
problem. Take the case of the loss of indiv~duelity: 
elderly men often lose their ide,ntity through their 
retirement. In North American cultur,e)" , the occupation of an 
individual provides what is probably t~e most important 
identity. Whil~ the elderly person can be encouraged to 
• 
create new identitie~ to lessen feelings of confusion arid' 
apathy often surfacing as a result of the losing of a 
primary identity, this is not the same as replacing the 
original identity. The diff~rence is subtle, but important. 
Some of the problems the elderly face require massive 
social change. Other 80lution~ are equally unlikely to 
o~cur quickly~ To begin with, education itseii should not 
be allow,ed to halt at the boundaries of the elderly 
--
., ". 
.. , 
.. 
" . 
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themselves and their care-givers. If all society were to be 
educated, many problems would disappear, including the on~ 
... 
created by the lack of balance between treatment of , physical 
and ~sychDsocial ailments -- but education cannot answeI for 
, 
everything. 
Consi~er ~he fact that some elderly"due to relative " 
physical frail ty, are particularly vuinerabl.e to ,crime, " 
especially vioient crime' ("Crime and 'the Eld~,rJY", 1978). 
, ~ , ' , , 
Education, while it ~an .~ to prevent it, cannot eradi~ate 
" . 
this' problem. Some of the fears of old age can- be allayed. 
Some c..'On not. As Dr. Charles 'M. Cia'i tz put it, ,." it should be 
, .. 
" kept-~in mind that depression in old age is often a reaction 
\. " 
to reality, not 'a distortion of i\~· . (Gaitz,- 1983) 
~ 
Individuality is often denied as a result of identity 
loss. Many people -- males especially -- take their 
prin~ipal identity from their work. This is of course no 
" 
longer possible after retirement. other identities come 
from the family unit, and the'pare~tal identity cannot be 
, r 
returned once the children have all left home. What can be 
don'e? Certainly 'the elderly cannot return· to work, and the ,. 
children should not be brought back to preserve the family 
at~m8phere. To complicate matters, the loss of a person's 
identity may result i;om lack of certainty about his/her new 
role or from 8ocie~y's restricted, stereotypib~l image of 
elderly_ In attempting to solve this problem, people may 
make up false, non~identities for people which claim 
to l 
'"" - -'-' 
• 
. --
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identify but wh~~-merely classify. By saying a person 
is black, Jewish, old, we are fooling ourselves that w~ are 
identifying, :when we are really obscuring identific;ation. 
Here we see clearly that while education may alleviate, it 
cannot always prevent or solve. 
Self-worth of~en deteriorates because of the change in . 
f 
physical appearan~e. Here again, not much can be dore about 
i 
this except be aware of it, certainly the -attract ire-
youthful " appearance can not be restored. Self-worth m'ay 
also deteriorate because of others' impatienc~ with the ne~~ 
ljmitations of old age, or other evidence that their 
limitations are , be!ng overridden rather th~n taken into 
account. · Such things as the cutting of food for elderly 
- ----persons can be extremel~ damaging to their sense!!.l self-
worth. 
Aspects of the need for control which cannot be cured 
by ed,ucation are such things as lost physicai control 
-. ,: (eyesight, hearing, inability to walk alone), and the 
, . , 
regulations in nursing homes. (Often the care-givers are 
not the administrators, and an attempt by a care-giver to 
intervene on behalf of an elderly person may not welcomed py 
the adL1inistrat~rs.) ' \ -
Security i~ the need which is denied quite ofte'n in 
spite of education~ since it is not.people's attitude but 
merely the roalities of. the world which helps this 
--deterioration. Worries about moneYi crime, 1l'lnes8 and 
. " 
• 
• ' -"f 
J' 
J • 
J 
--
\ .... . , 
--'''''''' 
I ' 
, 
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, 'death are all too often justif ied and there is Ii ttle that 
,the elderly person or the care-givers can do about it. 
Communication deteriorates as a result of the other 
, ' 
n~eds deteriorating. Because others cannot" identify an 
" . 
.. ... .~, 
, , 
old person as a person, ,but merely as someone old, very little 
D- '- ' 
" 
quality communication' is afforded the elder1y individual. 
. .----
So, too" does ~ommunicati6n dete~iorate if '~here .,~scrme,mory 
problem, or , hearing problem, as communication becomes much ' .. 
more difficult. What is required in 'all these cases is for 
people to make more , effort ••• and how, practically ' 
speaking, is en elderly person or health profes,sional, 
'th 
supposed to arra~ge such a thing? Similar phenomena may be 
noted in that elderly people in old age homes are kept out , . 
of ,the way of SOCiety -- which includes keeping them out of 
the way of communication, since the only people that the 
elderly might come in contact with (other than health 
professionals) would be Similarly disadvantaged el~erly 
. -, 
~'eople~ And if all the 'peopl" in 'the elderly community, . O'I 
old age home, are not facile in bommunication then they will 
have difficulty settin~ up new relat.*onsllips. 
In summary, there are certain' ways in which 
'psychosocial needs are denl~d that make i~ difficult to see , 
a practical way of stopping and revexsing the denial. They 
Dlay be , ways of compensating .ainat the denial by 
' 8upplementing the ne~d in .question, but the needs are still 
~ 
denied to some extent. 
" 
.. --- -' 
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7h.e Problem 
At the st. Clare's Mercy Bospi tal School of . Nurs lng, 
th~ problem of t:-he psychosocial needs of the elderly was \ 
-
purely one of education -- the educators and nursing staff 
"wanted to educate the elderly themselves and the h'eal th 
..... -- ~ 
professionals. about the needs t the denial of needs, ' and the 
. . . 
satisfaction of "needs. They wanted to produce health 
professionals capable, ,of not cnl'y helping the eld.erly but 
also capable of-edu~ating the elderly. 
. 'v 
The three-fold problem of ,;mder-educated elde~ly, 
"--, 
under-educated health profe~sionals and an under-educated 
, . 
general publ-ic could be addressed by an informational 
. ..-
package, but the main emphasis was ~n education of the . 
elderly through education of the health professionals. 
The School of Nurs in9 visualized a study of the 
. ~ 
research and problem~ related to the psychosocial needs of 
• • 
the elderly which would serve as a basis for l an 
educational/attitudinal package for use by health 
professionals in educating themselves, the elder ly and the 
gen.eral public about 'denial and satisfaction of psychosocial 
needs. .. 
.~ 
.. I 
• 
----
---
'.' 
" 
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-CHAPTER I I / 
MEEDS ASSESSMENT ~'-
Btatement ~f Needs 
,There ex~sted an awa;eness and growing concern, on the 
I 
par.t of the .sdmini~trat ion of St. Clare's Mercy s:ospi/l'tIl; 
, . ,t / /. 
that the ~ychosocial n.e~ds of the ~ld,erlY: pat~ts were not 
being metl an awareness Jthich' resul ted 'in a request ' from .. I ". 
~ .... --.. ) 
, ( , , ' , ' 
that ~nstitution for - the production of.an information 
~ 
package which could be presented to the elderly patients to 
oenable them to ehhance their own psychos~c'ial car'e. 
To analyze the ~roblem, discussions and interviews were 
held with teachin«1 staff at St. Clare's School of Nursing 
lecturing in gerontology, ,to eUcit specif ic conce~ns and to 
~ , ' 
dtpCU8S the perceived objectives and requirements ~f the 
, , 
project. Interviews were conducted individually, and in 
".. 
aefdi tion there were group conferenees to disc'uss prog ress-, 
~ . 
and to refine and clsr1'fy objectives. ' 
An information-gat.heting session' 'with Sister, Marg~ret 
• I 
Will iams, Chief Administrat~r for St. Patr ick's Mercy Bome, 
, ' 
and the staff at St. Clare's School 9£ Nursing ' 'el~cted th,e 
, , ' 
information-that those peop~e responsible for the c'are of \ 
\, , 
the elderly need additional 9uidanc~ i~ the psychosocial 
. ' ~ 
... 
, ' 
Rpherea. The.care-givers whether they be nurses in , 
, 
- ··bolspital, students n\Arses in' a classroom, vor~ers in a 
" ; I 
1 
.' : ~ .. 
'. 
, .. 
... 
. -
f ~ 
\ ." /, 
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. 
nUfsing home, social workers'or the elderly themselves --
f1eed practical information which all.~ws them l:o seek h:lP 
~for and d~al with i"dentifiable ne.eds and spec\fiC pr06lems, 
wit h a vie w- to fl rev e n t to-n as well. a s cur e • . , 
• 
A related proble~ reported was a feared misinform~tion 
t ' • .' 
about the psychos.oc ial natlJ.re 06 ,the' e !de r 1 ;;'. 
o 
qare-givers can be taught 'to identify problems and th~iT 
,~-- " • , .... j . 
sy.mptoms, . tl'iey m~st know ~Qt onl-y w'ha~, causes ',P.~ob.~e:s bub- '.' ; 
' ' must also'address themseves to the misconcepttans and myths 
about the eld~rly. _ o· 
Those responsible for the cue ~f the elder,ly have a 
, . 
A , ' 
tendency 'to en~e: that the physical needs, a"e not <1~ly·. 
, 
dealt with as soon as they are encountered, but actually 
Q f' ~ 
ant ie ipated, as, opposed ~to concent ~at Ing on theQ,psyehosoc ial 
". . -~ , 
wants and needs o~ the elderly.( As it can be observed that \ "f ~ , 
',) #-
elderly people may be in as equally a Roor psychosocial 
" 
state when they are caring for. themselves as wh~n they are 
under the care of a !Jledical or
t 
q\Jasi-medical inst.i.tution· 
l' . ." I 
(Brock ington and Lertt.Pet.'t, 1966), it seems log ic~l to 
conclude that psyc~social need~ ar~ not satisifed in the 
, , . 
elderly because of priorities which a,re biased towardS, r, 
--physical care,--' and to note that this bi'as may b~" to 
subconscious one, due to a lack o~ a wa reness ~f ~u ~an \ . 
psych~social needs in genera~ on th~ pa~t·of the care-givers 
rather th~n to time constraints. 
Informal interviews 
. 
were c;onduct~d with several eld~r~y 
\ ' . ' 
.~ .. 
.... 
. 
.. 
.. 
. 
(1' 
--
. ' .. 
, , 
• ) . 
- I ' 
• 
-'. 
lI!" 
' . 
, 
, ... 
* 
.. 
.'. 
, 
• < 
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. , 
'.' 
.I 
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l~_ 
people ,to discuss the proposed need for an educational 
pac~age. Care was taken to include subjects across age 
groups to include the young-old, medi~m-old, and old-old, 
and to include those elderly ,living in p~~vate residence 
, ) 
with famlly, those living independently in private residence 
. , 
and those living in institutions. It was fe~t that it was 
. . 
( 
of. limited: value to define need for a program as expressed ~\ ' 
by. ,responses of .. ~he elderly peopl'e to a spec'ific 
questionnaire since subconscious denial of psy~hosocial' needs 
could neither' be prevented' or circuJQJote"nted. c~'nsequentlY, a 
. . ' , • . \ d , . , ' 
, revj~w'of the literature on aging was initiated. ; 
It 
~erontological Resea'rcb 
The last ten years have seen a dramatic increase in 
research on the ,elderly population. Understandably, 
, 
. 
resear~h direction was initially restricted to fields which 
might be expected to get public and industrial\support. 
, . 
. .' l 
Clinical studiea ~n major problems of th~ el~erly which held 
I • 
out hope' of early appl'!Cation and the 11'kel'1hood of paying 
off in patients' care in the near future were a priority 
(Hall, 19'80). 
Itnight S~~el (l9lH) n~ed'z' 
. ' . 
. During the later 197Qs,.geriatric medicine 
rathe·r suddenly was received with a surge' of 
enthusiasm. The lay press and even traditional 
medical journals published 'ar.ticles about t ·he 
health-care needs of the elderly. Conferences 
directed at geriatric medicine and the di~es of 
old aie, p~dominantly at the level 'of post-. 
. ' \ . 
.. 
' ... 
, 
.r 
; 
0.-
Q 
.. 
.'\.~ 
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r 
graduate medical education, abounded. The fedecal 
government offered funds for the development of 
programs in geriatrics at the undergraduate and 
grad~te levels of medical ed~catlon. 
~hat has become apparent to the increasing 
numbers of persons interested in geriatric 
medici~e is the need , to institutionalize programs 
that were _subsidiz~d by granting agencies ' 
initially only for a limited ti~e. In order for 
a teaching effort to endure' beyond the life of a 
giant or the impetus engende~ed by · th~ still-small 
number of faculty, geriatrics must find its place 
within,the structure of academic medicine. Given 
both ~he demands fo~ time in the curriculum by 
more-established units and subunits and the . 
limi~ed resources available t~ all, it is clear 
that geriatric medicine faces pignificant problems 
in the 1980s. ' , , 
(Steel, Geriatric Educa'ti'on; p. xv) 
It is only since tJle 1!l,70s that ger iatric medicine has 
had any real place in the undergraduate curriculum of most 
medical schools, arid Dlany 9~neral practitioners and 
educators are aware of gaps and defects in their knowledge 
. , 
and edu.cation as they deal with lnere,asing numbers of 
elderly people (Brocklehurst, 1977). 
The direction and brevity of these years of research 
make it obvious that geriatfic medicine faces significant 
proble~8 in the 198081 including the need for a change in 
educational programs designed f~r medical personnel~ It may 
) be observed that these gaps are to be filled as \ 
physiological knowledge and concepts expand, but equally 
, ~ important, if an holistic anproach to care' of the elderly ~s 
p ~ I -
I ~ 
to be t~geted, is the need for extending the education of 
.. " 
care-glvers' to include expeN:ise and research in the 
psychosocial r~alm. ~ ' 
r 
• 
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The information elicted from available'sources 
documented the need for: 
I. an information package that addresses not only the 
need to provide accurate and precise inform~tio~ but also 
the need for attitudinal changeJ 
II. a change in overt audience from the elderly 
themselves to those who come in c'ontact with the elderlYJ 
and 
III. more research to obtain consensus of import~nt 
.·psychosocial·needs and their underlying cau~es. 
, . 
Due to the relatively short history and limited thrust 
of geriatric medicine and research in gerontology, it was 
• 
concluded that the development of a program aimed at 
developing an awareness of psychosocial needs of the' elderly 
would ~ay off in terms of patient care -- both self-care and 
professional -- and prevention. 
If in fact the absence of good psychosocial care for 
the elderly is due to a ~ack of awa~ness, informa~ion or 
education .about the psychosocial nature and needs of 
.mankind, then what is requIred by the care-givers (and 
potential ctfetakerS) of the'elderly is an introduction to 
these concepts, and one which identifies the p~ychosocial 
needs which are specifically relev~t to and representative 
of the average elderly person. This must ~cede any. 
discussion of the method of satisfaction Jf needs which are 
being. denied. Ultimately, an educational package should 
t 
. ' ' 
\ 
, . 
( 
. -~ 
, : 01\ 
exist as an introduction to the psychosocial needs of the 
elderly and to the methods of satisfying those needs. 
Alternatiye Solutions 
19 
There .are three alternatives as regards the development 
I - , 
of an' educational package. 'First of all, existing mater lals 
can be sought out, and, if found, be adopted for use. 
- . Secondly, existing materials can be adapte~ by means of 
inclu&ion in a package, or by ·rearranging the content or 
changing the method of presentation ~o the user(s). 
Thirdly, an original package can be developed to meet the 
needs of the users. 
The advantages of ' the first two alternatives are that 
they can sav~ a grea.t dea~ of t.ime and money for the 
developer. The problem is that the unique needs of the 
• 
us.rs often dictates that new and original packages must be 
developed.' 
It seemed likely that there would be many educational 
\ 
materials available in the area of gerontology, so the 
.. 
process was begun by searching for and evaluatjng all 
existing materials related to the psychosocial character and 
problems of the ~lderly. Foremost in tbe evaluation were 
conSiderations of cost and availability. 
'\ 
", 
• 
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Survey of Existing Materials 
A search was conducted in major libraries for all 
existing materials related to the psychosocial care of the 
. 
elderly. Two 16mm films and one slide-tape presentation 
. ' . 
were found, but no booklets or small pamphlets. More than a 
few medical textbooks were found with chapters on the 
psychosocial. care of the elderly, and even a few texts 
solely concerned with that topic. 
There follows a description and assessment 
• t. 
of each of 
/ ' 
the materials t ,hou9ht(,most promising .. , 
~ l. 
1. Peege. \ 
Phoenix Fi~ms Ltd. , 
This is a 2a-minute l6mm coloOr film dram~tizatlon of a 
family's visit to their grandmother in a nursing home. 
Aithough this ~m 'is very moving, and it does demonstrate 
J some basic right and wrong approaches to communicating with 
the 'confused elderly, its overt approach does not make it a 
sUitable' teaching film by itself, though it might make an 
excellent chapter or topic summary. In any case, it was 
felt that the cost of the film and unavailabilty of 
II 
prOjection eqUipment in some settings might disqualify it. 
In summary, 'this film is of limited scope. 
, 
\ . 
i 
r 
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2. Look Closer See Me , 
( ? ) 
This l6mm colour film of the Phyllis M<:'Whitn~y poem of 
the sa·me title had insight into the poor treatment of the 
, ' 
elder~y in' some nursing homes, but its severely· limited 
scope and biased portrayal of the nursi~g home staff make it 
unsuitable, even if t~e consideration of cost and lack of 
'projection equipment did not~ 
3. Human Deyelopment: The Elderly 
( ? ) 
This package consists of a set of two filmstrips, bo 
over 25 minutes in length! It demands a patient and 
, 
interested viewer with a long attention span. Aside from 
thi~, a very technical approach is taken, making it suitable 
for nursing students but not very practical. Not is it 
useful to show to the elderly'themselves. 
' f 
.This was all the audio-visual mat~rial available, and 
though the cont'ent and presentation of the two l6mm films 
made them likely candidate' for adaption~or use with the v 
~a~kage',5fe technic~ diff iCul,t ies this presented bO~h for 
the deve10per and the user ruled them out. · 
Of all print material studie~! there was virtually no, 
practical material on the psychospcial needs or care of th~ 
elderly. The followin'g two works ' are good examples of ·the 
/ , 
I ~ 
"_l , I • 
. ( . 
( . 
. .. 
• 
\ 
:. , '0 ... 
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(, . 
t~o basic ~ype~. of b~.~~S fou,nd during a search .of the 
literature. 
4. Irene Mortensen Bur~side, Psychosocial Nursing ~ 2f 
' .. 
the £lde.rly . 
. This book was basically a collection of papers which 
was a v~ry com'mOll approach to a text in this atea. No 
. ' . ~ 
overview'was at any time attempted~ ' which makes this book 
. . 
and the ~any otpers. like it unsuitable for untrained 
" 
nutsing~home workers, ~lrst~year' nursing students and the 
. . . 
elderly themsel~es (i.e., those without extensive medi~al 
training and knowledge). The first section of It he book 
contained an introduction for the new-comer, which ran, ~n 
part, 8S follows: 
. 
Sometimes neophytes coming into the area of 
gerontological nursing are not quite certain what 
c9mprises psychosocial care. Therefore, a list ' 
o£'common problematic areas [sic] is 'included at 
the end of this introduction. (Burnside, 1980) 
~he list which follows claims to be listing the psychosocial 
\ 
needs of the elderly. On 'this list are found such div~ se 
things as problems common to the elderly (-iow mqrale-, 
-1088 of confidence-" common· syndromes Carole reversal-) 
needs l-Touch-, -To be w.fth an indiv'idual who shows a warm 
interest-), ~olutions to problems (-Maximize strengths of 
-lndlv!"uiii-, -Participate in treatment plans-)f'causes of 
.. 
prOb~ems . (-no interested' family-), metho~,s of solv'ing a 
problem (-discharge planning-" and topics which the writer 
~. 
r 
r \ 
\ 
.\ 
\ 
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is at a loss to c~tegorize -- perhaps discussion topics 
would best describe them (RStaff interpersonal relationships 
with patientsft , RAged vs. youth and cultural value 
systemsR). It is important to remember ~hat according to 
the heading, this is ostensibly a list of the p~ychosocial 
needs of the elderly. (Fo:: the en-t:'ir.e li'st of psychosocial 
needs as listed in the Mortenson book, see Appendix B.) 
--The ' lat'er chapters are, as mentioned above, papers and 
. dissertations, ,and are not overly complicated, but are still· 
not 'a'ppropriate for .the beginner who ha'~ no sense of the' 
." ' I ' • . 
topic -- the book offers no overview, and its attempt to 
provide one fl~unders. As Farrell (1982) puts it, this b~ok 
nis a sharing of nurses' thoughts, expertise and 
experience ••• ". I~ is~ n9.t · suitable fo_r the beginner •. , 
5. Patricia Hess and Condra Day, Understanding t.M Arutd. 
Patient. 
For the beginning student or lay-person attempting to 
understand the context of the psychosocial needs and 
• 
characteristics of thfelderlY population, this is an 
' exc~llent work. The irst two chapters concern themselve~ 
, , 
with . (_~p.<>~ting on the population and 'their characteristics: 
~ 
.I ' Who are ~hey? How do they live? Standards of Care. Myths. 
Social Dernogr~phy. Psychosocial Proces~. AAll the above are 
chapter sub-headings. 
Unfortunately, this book does not meet the needs 
.. 
.' .. 
," .... 
', ' 
'" ~~.;. 
.. , ~ 
.i' 
• 
because of two things. Firstly, later chapters quickly 
I 
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,-beco~e ~e~hnical to the point of delving into something akin 
-to clinical psychology. Secondly, it deals with tl)e nature 
o~ the elderly and does not get around to mentioning the 
.' 
psychosocial needs, which is a large part of the material 
.. 
supposed to :be covered. 
One wbrk which Farrell (l982)"describes in her 
excellent Compendium g£ Gerontological Nursing Resources as 
being "an ' exc~ll~rit book (or both " healt~ pr~fessionals :and 
' . ' t· . '0 
lay persons ... • was R.N., Butler and M.M • ..Lewis, Agirig And 
, . 
. ~ 
Mentol Health: . Positive Arul Psychol.Qgical APprOAches 
~ 
(1982), but it could not be located. Obviously,. if a book 
cannot be obtained; it cannoe be adapted or ~dopted. 
Decision to' Produce Materials 
'" All'e..xisting materials were .deemed'. unsuitable for u~e 
for ' various reaso~s. Of primary concern was that/the 
" ' . 
material.provide a short introduction to the psychosocial 
nature of the needs of the elderly. The two l6mm films, 
while short, wor~d better .as examples of ~pecific needs and 
, , 
problems, rather than as an overview. Onlypo~tion's of 
other lengthier textbooks were found- suit:able, and then only 
• 
if rigorously adapted. \./ 
It was d 'ecided that ~s the package had to be'suitable 
for use by groups a~ well as individuals, an original audio-
.. 
'. 
. " 
\ 
.', .. 
jf' 
) 
' . 
, 
.. .-
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visual presentation would have to be produced~ 
Educational technologists state that effective 
instructional materials can best be produced by the 
following of an es~blished developmental process. Most 
such plans are similar in that they have four basic stages; ' 
definlrig, designing, developing and disseminating the 
pack~ge. The four-D model developed by Thiagarajan, Semm,el 
- ' and'Semmell (1974) was chosen as being most su~ted to the 
: ,project at hand. 
Still Iemaining, however, was the basic problem with 
All material examined, which was that none stated clearly 
" . 
the nature and number of psychosocial needs. These tasks 
would have to be ac£Complished by the developer. 
The most important of these tasks would be the research 
__ 4' 
for and creation of a llst of the psychosocial needs of the 
elderly, whi~h was not to' be found in any work, and the 
• 
subsequent ~nd concurrent task of preparing a psychosocial 
profile of the elderly would also have to be performed. As 
, . . 
regards 'preparing a list of the psychosocial needs, the 
following argument was used. 
All , human beings have needs conditions of the 
organism (produced within by external stimulationJ e.g. 
hunger, thirst, or by appropriate external stimulu,s) -- , 
which energize the perso~, causing him or her to act. Some 
, 
psychologis~s con~ider needs 'to be synonymous with drives, 
while others give aJibroader interpretation to need~; 
. -
{ 
• 
• " ' 
, . 
, 
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acknowledging the force of personality (Saylor & Alexander, 
1966) • 
For the purposedt of list compilation, a broad meaning 
of the ter~ -need-' was used. Thus, while giving recognition 
to the t .raditional use of the term as implying th_at need 
e , 
denotes -necesa,ity arising from circumstances of case; 
imperative demand for presence or possession of- (Oxford 
> .-
Illustrated Dict, ionary~ emphaSis mi:ne) , this study proceeded 
on the assu~ption that the presence or absence of 
" ' 
psychosocial conditions constituted a legitimate form of 
need. r" ~ well~known statement of human needs has been 
.tJeveloped by Abraham Maslow (1954) •. It is acknowledged that 
one cpuld argue that some of the needs identified by Maslo~ 
should more accurately be described as wants or desires; but 
since he has developed a hierarchy with, of course, the more 
essential needs identified at tne top ~f the hierarchial 
~ 
pyramid, and since those needs capable of being classified 
as ,(ants are not trivial but very fundam'ental ones,' this 
- ---
study proceeded on a premise similar to Maslow's. 
A good summary of Maslow's hierarchy is made in Saylor 
, t 
and Alexander (1966), a precis of which follows: 
1. fha phYSiological need8"z food, water, air; 
elimination, activity, rest. If the individual is actually 
.. ' 
deprived of these, all other needs are submerged until the 
prlmary'phys~logical need is met. Once these needs are met, 
, 
" .. ; 
--
.. 
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the person can address the gratification of higher levels of 
needs ·of a soc ia l: natu reo 
2. ~ safety needs: to feel safe from physica~ harm, 
from loss of support, from things which cause illness or 
accidents. Tension often results from failure to satisfy 
• this type of need. 
3. ~ "love" needs: affection, recogni~ion, 
-'C belongi,ng. The lack of satisfaction of thlS classif ication 
J 
'of need, when the other two primary needs ih this hierarchy 
are met, may manifest itself in cases of maladjustment and 
, 
psychopathology. 
~. Esteem needs: a sense of adequacy; of achievement; 
of having status, approv~l, attention, prestige, and 
appreciation. Gratification of such needs results in self-
confidence and a sense . of w~thwhileness. Lack of 
I t 
satisfaction in such areas is an obstacle to being able to 
'" face up to-si..t..JJations. 
" 
I 
5. N.e..e.d. f..2.r.. 'self-actualization: hU,man beings need to be 
able to, reach their potentials.- ~;~ , '" :' :" 
Maslow' consider-ed.the above categories as f.alling "._ '. 
~ ~, ' -: 
within the category of basic needs, arranged in their " , -
hierarchy of- needs satisfaction. But he also believed t~at -
humans have a need to acquire knowledge in o~er to satisfy 
native curiosity, and to enable the~o ana~ze a~ • • 
understand that 'knowledge. (Maslow, cited in Combs, 1962). 
/ . He further expressed .tee belief that most people have 
I' 
-, ' 
l.~ ' " 
\~-(~-
,. 
" 
esthetic needs •. 
I) 
In common with other humans, the elderly possess the 
28 
needs enumerated by Maslow. The needs are the same, . 
although the intensity of the drive to satisfy' some of them 
-, 
might be different -- strQnger in some ~ases for some 
. individuals: less intensive in the case of other needs and . 
, . 
for other individuals. 
Application to the Elderly 
~, . 
, 
A study of the literature i-nd icate'd."l that' in general the 
f'/ 
institutions for the ~Jderly have an adeqUAte measure of, ' 
success in meeting the physiolo~ical needs of the residents. 
Si~ce such needs are at the apex of Maslow's hierarchy, it 
can with log ic be assumed that they have to be reasonably 
well-met. But since immediate da~ger and th~ public focus' 
f ,--, • • " ~\)' 
ar~ not important factors with less basic psychosocial ~eeds, 
. 
such needs are sometimes overlooked or inadequately met. 
" I 
Although the needs of the elderly are not different 
• from the needs of all society, a list of the psychosoci'al 
nee'ds could not be produced" simply by tran'sferring all non-
physical needs from Maslow's hierarchy, by reason of detail. 
• Some of, Haslow's needs have to be broken down into thei~ 
component par~s and' types in order for them to be appl ied tb 
the elder 1y populat ion. i. . ". 
Perhaps the best thing· at' this point would bf to hst 
"' :, 
/ 
/ , 
. / 
\ 
.' 
',. 
" 
---
" . 
-t" 
I ,;, 
.. -
• 
, ~ 
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! 0 / 
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the eight psychosocial ~eedS of the elderly" ~he' ,.research .. 
te~m · eventually decided upon as belongi~g on the basic list, 
and then discuss their derivation. Bere~ then, are the ' 
• 
eight psychosocial ne~ds: 
• , . IJ '. , ~, " 
Indiyidual ity., Old people are' 1\0.: more al ike ··tl1an 
, , 
plumbers, nurs-es, or tea~cbers 'are a'like, and it is' essential 
. , ( 
• • I ""\ . 
that we re~ember that most old people have retired from,s 
. , . ' -') ' , , 
. job as mentiQnedlabo'le -- thus ' they ~ave lost one.:of the 
, , -
_most imp~rtan~ -ways of being .'iden~l,fle~ by\! ~ccuP4t:ion':· · l\ut 
many o,f them llave lost' many ' of 'their, ot~er idf.m'tities· ~- by 
I • 
hobby, familY' head or sports. 
'.-
, ~ 
~t is important that old , 
--people, whose ' individual apfit~des o~ ±nterests are things 
of the past"b'e encouraged to maintaJ,n a meaningful role in 
:J 
society. 
• 
Self-Worth. Like all humans, the elderly need a r,sen,Jie" , 
I 
~ of self-respect and dignity. Some people, otten with the 
be~t o~ intentions, ' treat ~he elder~y as tf they were ~ 
..... chi~dren -- 'washing a~d dressing: them, cutting their 'food, , 
• 
and, addressing them by their first names. 'Changes in 
' J 
lack of 
, ' ~ 
physical appea]ance are often emphasized by 
, . 
attracti,.4 ; ~l~thin(.i _ . ..,: both de~oraliZing to old p~ple. 
f' 
elderly n~ed ' to',feel comf'ortable" in and good ~bout their 
roles~ 
Healthy Philosophy. Most of, us have something we 
, . 
The 
believ.e, or 'b~lieve in" which keeps us moving forwards foC 
, . ; 
such p~pie life ha; meaning or purpose, and theY ' ca~ 
• 
( t 
", 
" , .. 
:f' 
.. 
. " ,9 
I 
I 
... 
• , 
" 
, J 
". ' 
.t 
J 
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.. 
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overcome obstacles and enjoy-life. ~r8dition8lly, religions 
have provided people with h~althY phil~sOPhi~s, but while 
churches should provide religious experiences, they-should , ' . 
not have unrest~icted acc~~s to the. elderly. .well-trained 
.. . 
care-givers and info·rmed lay-people (informed in the needs 
t of the elderly) could cooperative with equally well-prepared 
f' • 
clergy in helping elder~ maintain' or buil~ healthy 
. ~, 
. . philosophies. As B. F. Skinner aptly observed: Depression 
" 
. ..
4 . comes from di'scouragement at not having done anything .that 
you do .well. The solution 1s to find something to be 
. successful at. . (.:Jennes, 1983) 
~ 
Control. Control o~er our lives and environment may be 
• 
our most intense psychosocial need, and this,is denied the 
+ 
elderly (partic~larly those in institutions) more so than 
any other group in the free society. The administ~ation 
o 
controls when the elder ~ees up, eats, leaves the building, 
.' •.. 
lan~ much more. There is little opportunity for pri~in 
, 
". the ihstitutions. All peopl~-need to be able to be alone 
when solitude is desired arid desirable. But loss of' control 
is not limited to the 10\ of th~ eld~rly who live in old age 
hom~s. The deterioration of sight, he~ring a~d mobility can 
st,eal control from ol'd people ~ust as efficiently. 
The ke~o satisfying this need for control' is tQ give 
" 
as ~uch c~ntroi as is possible an~ appropr~at~. 
. ,. 
Mental Stimulation. Just aB jOints ~ecome Btiff and 0 
muscles become weak if they are not used, so does the brain 
J 
• 
.'" 
, ,. 
--
• 
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become lazy if it is ~ot us~d. Exercise ptograms h~ been 
developed to make sure that the elderly do not get out of 
. ' 
. shape phys!lt;ally. A similaz program is necessary to se'e 
, that theyikeep i~ shape_ mentally. 
Mental stimulation often has to be specially provided 
i. #IIi. because elder~y peopi; are. often unable or forbidden to do 
many things .we take for granted, such as shopping or doing 
household jobs. Elderly people could be encouraged ,to ' 
.tt • J'-.. . 
, • -";' ... ' 'II" • :. '. 
pu [sue some of the'1.nt,erests they had had ·e'ar lier in Ii f e 
'- ' 
, " 
but had not found time '\:0 continue; for example, reading, 
, . 1 ' ' 
iisteriing to or PlaYing : ~usIc, doing volunteer work. 
, ) 
- security. The elderly often feel ,insecure as a result 
, 
of what might be called, an ·over-awateness·' not only of what 
,will happen or" is happening, but 'of what might happen: 
often fear what we do not understand. 
we 
/ 
O~e of the major losses 'of security which old people 
face is financial security -- fo~any of them have fixed or 
- ~ 
A m~ute' incomes. They also Jear illness, senility, being 
, J • 
attacked physically, and ~ath. Often an understanding 
person can help them lessen their -fear of insecurity • 
• Reality Acceptance. As people grow older, there is an 
i~creasirig number of realities which must be dealt with 
. dependence on others, bereavements, deterioration of 
, 
physical functions, etc. We all need help at SOme times in 
, our lives in faCing realities -- the elderly often need help 
from new sources, especially since their former helpers 
I 
\' , 
... 
" 
J 
, 
, 
• 
• 
-. , 
" ' . 
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(family members and friends) may no longer be alive or 
, 
available to provide the help. 
... C2.mmunicat:ion. Communicat;ion encompasses a great many 
things -- touch, contact, friendship and love, talking, 
. 
'. 
I?l<pressing feelings and eve;") ' relation5hip~. The elder~y, 
Itke all of US, need all of these, tut. 'they are often denied 
such things at a time when they are most vulnerable. 
~ecause many or all of their former friends and 
relatives have died or are absent, they have little 
. . la, 
fopportunity to continue communications they had had.ear!ier 
in life. One problem i~ trying to communicate with new 
a¢quaintances is the amount of time p~ople are able or~ 
willillg to give them. People who look after them, and old 
J4 
people who are their potential new communicators, of~eed 
on 1 y to b e a1'HU.~ 0 f t his fa c tin 0 r de r· to he 1 p the m 
communicate. 
Translation of Maslow's Hierarchy 
.. :-) . 
Maslo~'s needs are organized in such a way that the 
I st important are at the top: It was decided that a . ... ferent approach was needed for determining the 
psychosocial needs of the elderly -- instead, an attempt was 
mad~ to list the needs in an order which would suggest to 
nursing stud~nts and other health professionals which needs 
~ 
'to ensure satisfaction of first, since it was necessary for' 
• , 
It ( .. 
f 
'\ 
,-
.. 
"\ 
• 
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" 
an elder to have a sense of ind).~".fduality'and of slelf, 
before he/she could feel good about that self (self~worth). 
this was not always easy, as the denial of one need often 
1 eads to the denial of another neea. In short, the needs 
are not exclusive and cannot really be dealt with in a 
1 inear fashion. 
For example, prerequisite' to all of Maslow's needfiL and 
all tho~~ on the final list of psychosocial ne~ds, or 
~erhaps inhe~ent in all of them, is the need for control --
control over one's body, 'its facilities and abilities, a,nd 
... 
to a certain extent, control through, -one's abilities over 
the environment in which one lives. 
..., (This ' is turn implies 
control over one's own mind.) Control is a a1ne {,Ulil Wlnl 
one of the givens; something unconsciously aSEumed to be 
;"~ 
':'h is a&sumpt! on is a dangerous, for in the case of 
thl. elderly, control is all too often absErt. 
:, On this basis, one would expect control the be the 
first psychosocial need on the final ~ist as compiled by the 
development tea~, but it can be seeri, by looking at Table I 
(p. 34), that it is in actua'lity the fourth. This is due to 
the non-linear nature of the needs. THat'is, one needs 
cont.rol , (Clver one's mind) before one can have' a sense of 
on~'s individuality, but then ag,1n, one needs 'a sense of 
Indiv idunli ty in' order to exert :'\ont rol over one's 
environment. 
I 
In some sen~es, most of the needs are 
, . 
' prerequ isite to most of the others. 
, 
i 
. ' .. 
1 
! 
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Table 1 
Comparison Between the Psychosocial Needs of the Elderly 
and M~slow's ffierarchy of Needs 
-\ 
..... 
--------~--------------.---,:;.. 
PSyC_hO_socia._l __ n_e_e_d_s _____________ Mjj~. lOWIS categorizati_o_n __ __ 
. " 
1. Individual i ty 4. Este~{Il ne~u3 
2. Self-worth 4. Esteem needs 
3. Healthy philosophy 4. Esteem needs 
5. Self-actualizaticn 
4. Control 5. Self-actualization 
lb. (implied by category 1) 
5. Mental Stimulation lb. ( imp.lied by category 1). 
6. Security 2. Safety 
7. Reality Accep~nce 5. Self-actualization 
8~ Communication 3. Love 
-----------------------------
----
• 
-
" 
} "'. • 
• 
• 
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An attempt has been made in Table 1 (p. 34) to identify 
" 
each of the psychosocial needs in terms of, and in relation 
~, the original Maslow hierarchy. The following p~ragraphs 
.should clarify any uncertainties ralsed. 
Such needs as control and mental stimulation 'com~ under 
a heading not in Maslow's hierarchy, but under one which is 
implied by the first category of physiologic~l needs, where 
. . ' 
,such things as activity,' rest, and nourishme"rit are lis'ted. 
HowEver, the JII,ind also needs these three things, and Maslow 
does not mention them ~ ~. ".,. 
~he peed for security is really a direct translation of 
. ) .. 
Maslow's safety ~eedS, and requires no further eXPlanat~-
The ' need for communication comes,~_nder Maslow's ~ve· 
(social) needs. It should be pOinted out at thi~ time that 
'the need for communication is used in it~ broad~st sense --
. 
to encompass all from simple physical contact to 
~onversation to' relationships, which are the ultimate 
expresEion of communication. 
The needs for individuality, self-worth and hcal~hy 
' . ,\ , 
philosophy aJ~c6m~under Maslow'~ esteem needs, as all' 
pertain to lhe,individual's concept Of him/herself and the 
way he/she approaches the world. 
Finally, healthy pHilosophy, reality acceptance, and to 
• 
a, certain extent, control, come u~der the ·self-
actualization- needs envisioned by Maslow~ 
I 
Once the ba~ic framework of psychoso~lal needs was 
• 
,/ 
. . 
'. ' \ 
' / 
. "': 
-
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... 
~ammered out..' a reverse process was tr ied whereby an 
exhaustive list of problem~, complaints, and syndromes of 
the elderly were examined. Ip each case, the question was 
. ---
. asked of this problem, "This probfem is a result of the 
denial of some need -- which need was den.ied?" , In this 
manner, it was ensured that the list real\y did contain all 
the psychosoci.al needs of the elderly, even if based, in the 
main, on Maslowts hierarchy of needs. 
SUmmar~ J •• 
Elderly people, in common with all human beings, have 
~ ~ 
needs and desi~es which must be satisfied at ~n acceptable 
-4V 
level. It would appear that institutions for the elders 
have been most successful in meeting those nee~ which ~an 
be classified as phYSiological. 
This is due' in large part to the non-existence of a 
clear.ly' defined list of non-physiological, or ps.ychosocial 
needs. Because of the need tor such a list, one was derived 
from Maslow's hierarchy of needs ~nd from lists of common 
problems oj the elderly . 
........ 
} 
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" CHAPTER III 
LEARNER ANALYSIS 
It was originally intended that the elderly themselves 
" -\ 
sh~re the t~tle of primary audience with nursing students, 
I 
in the following fashion: that the elderly be the primary 
overt audience, in 'th~t "the tone of the script address 
itself to them, and that the nursing student be the primary I - . 
/' covert audience in that (a) the package would " cont~ln much 
. 
information they ~eeded to kno~, and (b) through the 
package, they would learn how to ad'dress some of the 
problems of educa~ing the elderly. The reader is directed 
to Carr's Medicine ADd I'llness (1985) for an example of this 
type of approach. 
However, after a meticulous search of the literature, 
it became obvious that such an approach was no~~ppropriate 
--- " 
to the subject area of the psychosocial needs of the , 
elderly, by reason of the fact that this approach requires 
the developer educate the learner (a nursing student) to 
.t educate another ·secqnd-generation- learner' (an elderly 
'\ individual). -It was c!~ar that tiu:'e and space would not 
permit the,extensive teacher-training required. 
As mentio"ned in Chapter I, only a few of the 
psychosocial problems which the elderly face, can be dealt 
" ' -
with by education of the elderly. The solutions ~Q many of 
" tit 
the problems require education of the health professional as 
-. 
/ 
I 
. ~, . 
J 
••• .tII 
\ 
• • 
.. 
.~ : 
, 
.. 
• 
a prerequisite, and many more cannot be dealt with by 
.. 
education at all. 
3'8 
On this basis, it was seen that the primary audience of 
the package could not posslbly b~ the elderly~hemselves" 
I 
but 'rather, that audience who held in their hands, the most 
. ''\. r 
~. '.f;blems likely to pe So.ly~ble by the apPlication. of 
) knowledge resulting from a~ educational approach -- that is, 
• 
the health profe~sionall sp~cifically, the beginning healt~ 
professional, due to the limited depth and scope ~f the 
\ . package. 
• 
t 
• 
• However, as 'some of the .p.roblems which might be 
described ~s Wnot solvable' through education- are ones which 
require education. of ali society, and hence should more 
accurately be termed Wnot practical-, it was seen as 
desirable that the package be suitable~ with few or no 
amendments, to the general public. This resolve was 
slightly altered, as will be seen shortly. 
Primary AUdi~nae 
• 
.. 
The concept of a typical first-year nursing student is 
/ 
as inaccurate as the concept of a typical elder. However, 
AS ' of thi~ writing, these general descriptive 
characteristics, would seem to be representative (though not 
exclusively so) of the ~opulation: 
First of all, most of the fi~st-year nursing students 
t Are young, that is, between the Ages of.seventeen and 
.' 
f 
.. \ 
, 
\ 
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, 
twenty. '~his is important(?o~a number 6f reasons, the most 
important of which is that it shapes both their attitudes 
and their knowledge. There are, of cours~, exc~ptions to 
this, but they 
Secondly, 
female. While 
are noubtless insigficant (reference needed]. 
\ 
a large/, Percentage of nursing st~dents are 
this i~ particularly so locally -- that is, 
with!-n Newfoundland it seems that it is not true to as 
great an extent as it was, and ~t seems likely · tha~ the 
number of malE-: nurses wIll 9ro.W .• The implicationq for the 
developer of this descriptive characteristic, if any, are ( 
not clear • 
.. . 
Thirdly, most of the nursing students will be North 
Am~rican by birth. In particular, most Newfoundland 
nursing students will in fact be native Newfoundlanders. 
~~is is important in telIDS of attitude towards the elderly 
., f\ 
-- in Amer,ican/ca~adian cuI tu're, an ' elderly persori, 
• 
particularly a parent, may ~ respected but will be neither 
thoroughly revered nor throroughly despised. , In addition, a . 
culture also dictates customs which pertain to other aspects 
of the psychosocial needs of the elderly. For instance, the 
job or occupation is extremely important in the 
American/Canadian context. To demonstrate just how deeply-
rooted the work experience is in our culture, witness the 
dlsfavourable attitude towards idleness -- as opposed "to the 
more amiable oriental t~adition. This strong cultural 
," -
tendency to identify "on the basis of occul>ation is one which 
.. 
\ 
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.. 
-discriminates against, or at least disables, the elderly. 
As mentioned, the three descriptive characteristics of 
the primary audience are, most helpful ~hat they affect 
and help us to understand educational and attitudinal 
characteristics. 
With ref'rence to educational charActer istics, it is 
essential to define these so that one can define the Wentry-
requirements· 'o'r "entry-behaviour'!' 9f a learner. In a 
_sense, .we are listing the assumptions the developer,)tas made 
about his le~ners' educational experience 'and history. 
In this case, all nursing stuaents will have- cqmpleted 
1 , 
high school .... This is an -entry requirement- into the vast 
majority (if ' flot, indeed, the entirety) of nursing schools, 
so we can safley assume this. However, there is another 
assumption behind this first assumption, and that is that 
all those who have completed high school (and been accepted 
into a nursing school) are of an average or better 
I 
intell igence. 
Beyortd this, the develtper requires no other t .ra-ining. 
In fact, there 1s an assumption that the learller comes to 
the package ~'ith absolutely no medi!al training of any kind. 
This is a reasonable assumption in terms of first-year 
nursing students, and has the advantage of keeping the non- I 
primary audiences broad. It should be noted that a lack of 
medical training is no~ required by the developer as an 
• 
entry-point (i.e., the package is not designed so that 
( 
, . 
.. 
\ 
". 
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people with medical training wOJ,lld find this pack age of no 
• 
use). it is m~rely assumed that there will be no. Buc·h 
7, ~ .. 
knowledge or training. 
I 
Th( f L'}a~ educational chara.:ter itlic of tllis pr i maIY 
audience is th~t, h~ving been born (for the most part) in 
-
the late 196~s and possibly early 1970s ~-"hat is, since 
they are yOU!'l9 -- they w ill not have .had any f i [st-hand 
-. , ../' 
experience of a time ,-in their own North American cuI ture 
:> 
when the elderly," particulhr 1y ~arents and grandparen£s, were 
greatly respected and reveref. The post'-:-sixties social 
conscience and attitude towa/rdS older generations .s, to the 
I young nursing student, quite natural, and in most cases, 
.. 
unconscious. Not so for those older ge~erations, who look 
. 
on the.Jtchange bfought on during thE:: sixtieR as a social 
' - j . 
ur-neaval. This lack of exper ience of anything but a youth-
oriented soc bty, which the average nursing student of today 
conceives of as being the status quo, is best classif ied as 
knowledge, and is perhaps the most important ~ducatjonal ~ 
characterist ic of the primary audience. _ 
. ~ . 
1\9 the slide-tape package was seen 'to be 180 rgely 
attitudinal in purpose rather than informational, it was 
. 
determined, thl!t in looking at the intended primary 
audiences it was necessary to look at their attitudes rather 
than their training ~nd kn6~edge. 
Except for the assumptions about difference and 
-~ ,- ' possible'disparity in attitudes, the developer makes only 
I 
. 
J. ;' 
! 
• 
" 
',4 . 
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two assumptions about the attitudinal characteristics of the 
learners, and the ·first is quite simple -- that the learners 
, ' are not directly-Dpposed to the package. . 'l'he ot-bcer 
assumption comes directly from the fi~st assumption. It is 
a.sumed that the lea~ne~ some int~reBt in the topic of 
t~e psychosocial needs of the elder,ly,\ --and alternatively (or 
possibly, in addition to the interest) ~ recognizes ,the value 
\ 
of 'such a p~ckage. A nurse in today's world should 
. , . 
"recognize the need to be awa re of all facets of the care of 
, 
. 
.. 
'< 
the ,lc)erly~ as they are health professionals in a world t .J 
- - ' .. 
where the proportio'n of the elderly popul'a.tion is growing. 
For the most pa~t, the developer cannot do a great deal 
in anticipation of the various kinds and stren~ths of the 
aud i encc's at ti c.lldes to""ards the elderly, but it .is 
important to realize what t 'he ind~vi~ual h'd.m/herself-
.. 
probably does not: how certain of these attitudes were 
formed, and why, and how strong they, are in"relation to 
certain other .attitudes. First and foremost in the strength 
, ~ 
catego!y are, ,those personal attitudes towards the elderlYI 
.. that is, those formed through conta~t with e}-der1.Y",lel;tives 
, ) .....,.. 
and other elderly indiv iduals which one ~a$"known 
;.' i 
pexsonally. The learner's conception of e~gerly people 
~ , 
depends upon their e'Xper ience from per8oh~1 relationships 
with the'ir own parente or grandparents. Relationships- can 
~uenced by ~he' presence of such fa~t~rs as co~tact 
., '} 
with .~derly people who have been ill, or uncommunica.,t..ire. 
III 
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How one thinks of elderlyOpeople must be seen to be 
rul~d primarily by one's persdn~1 relationships with, elder~y 
\ U ,peoPl:, both in~ ~he past and in the presen\ After. ~hese 
attitudes,co6'te the CUltu~.attitudes -- those thought,s 
at)out and feeiings t~~!~ t~e elder,i.y very'w1dely' helt1 by , 
" .. ' • J 
the Amer ican/Canadi'an culture. While these bel iefs, are ' 
/ 
often accurate, they are.often very str9rig too."': ,;; be~in; 
, .,.1' t 
the~e ifL...,A. tendency for negati~e st.ereotyping, with' the 
/~ 0 .. 
elderly being -regarded as poor, isola-ted, 'sick, unhappy, 
desolate and destltute- (Neugarten, 1982), or as w~ersons in 
~ 
needw• There is much condecension to, and 8voidange-of, • 
~lderly people. Indeed, prevalence of negative attitude 
• towards the elde~l~ is matched only by the variety of s~~ 
attitudes. 
. ......... . 
These negative att\tud:s lea~ to stereotyping of the 
elderly, and the creation of irrational b~t lingering myths~ ' 
, '...,. . 
such 'as the myth' that age, equals illness. (For a more . 
, .. 
• 
, . 
detailed dfscussion of the common'-'myths about the elderly, 
- " ~.... ~'-
see ~ppendiX,~' or pages 11-14 of Appendix 0·) Tht,_Wh~~ __ ". 
started as an emotional obfuscation has become a cognitive 
...... J 
one. 
It is imp~rtant for the developer to realize that all. 
learners will have unique and~ry different'perceptions of 
.. ....-- .- . . 
the average elderly perso~; and that-all these , (Jp.~ceptions 
cannot, or ne~d not, be altered • 
• 
• 
to 
" . 
'. 
" 
, ' 
. . 
.... 
( . " 
, 
e ' 
••• 
. " 
\ 
: 
. . 
I 
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The s~condary audience for th~s pdckage,may be loosely 
des~ribed as the general pub~ic (with.the implication that 
the audience' is from a North American culture). This , . 
description, not particula~ly expressive, is based ' ~n the 
fact t~at thJ'~eqUirements of this pa6kage do not have 
. . 
previous medica·l training" or knowledge as a"prerequisite. 
~ , 
Thus~ when referring to the general public, the'ntended 
• 
~aning-iS that non-medical people ar~ c4pable of using and 
un?erstanding the 'package. 
However, as this is an a~titudinal package ·for the most 
part, this distinction is not as important as. health 
p~ofession8l might think. Rather' than ?escribing the 
. -,!~ckage as suitable for -~he gener.:'l PUbliC·~'''' w0l!ld be 
~ . I 
more accurat~ to describe it as being suitable for -members 
. 't ... ~ 
of the gen~ral public both sufficiently motivated and / 
. 'I, 
interested' in the psycho~ocial care of the elderly·. (This 
• 
assumes some of the same attitudinal characteristics of the 
.. , " . 
. '. , . 
primary audiE"nCei . viz., ;that they are not dir'ectly opposed 
to the package, and are interested in and/oi:' see the va1ue 
'of the package.1 
... 
. , 
Whil~ the attitudes of -the general public·, as re-,. 
defined above, are likely to be both sim~'lar and similarly 
diverse, thete is an increasing possibility that their 
J 
llotiva.t1.on fo~ viewing such Ii package is that they have old t 
• '- . I 
parenta or other relatives, for whose care they are 
. / 
.... 
, . 
, ,. 
., 
. , 
.. 
'. 
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responsible (or for whose care they a[~ eventually to be 
r~sponsible). Either J care-giver or potential care-giver 
i 5 1 ike 1 y -t 0 bern 0 r e h i g h 1 Y mot i vat edt 0 lea rna b 0 U t t his 
topiC than the aver~e first-year nursing student. 
One restriction associated with this package is that it 
does in fact assume learne-rs with an intelligence of ,average 
or above. While this is a fair and reaso~able assumption-in 
the c~se of nursing students, it is ,not so in the case of 
the general public. Whether ot not it is possible to 
introduce. som~ of the topics ~overed in the slide-tape 
package to those below average intelligence is beyond the 
scope of this package, and 1s probably, in any case, 'a 
J~batable point. 
To counterba"lance this reste iction, it is helpful that-. 
some members of the general public will have personal ' first-
hand knowledge of their society when it was not quite 50 
you th-o r ien ted. 
The use of this package by the general public would be 
of,great benefit to all concerned, and might conceivably 
m~ke possible solutions to some problems not normally 
. ~ 
achievable without massive turnaround in general social 
attitude towards the elderly. 
• 
" 
'II 
While some edUY;:iohal developers miqht term this next 
, 
I 
.\ 
1 
" 
, l 
-. 
• t 
, 
\ 
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qroup as one of the secondary audi~nces, it is, in some 
senses at least, a tertiacy audience. Or iginally conceived 
as the primary overt audience, the elderly capable of using 
this ~tlNLg,e (i.e., those not prevented of doing so by 
physical restrictions such as poor hearing or eyesigpt) 
could certainly benefit by use of this package. It shQuld 
be noted that some of the same characteristics apply to the 
elderly as to the general public -- that they have known a 
time when the society was not as y~uth-oriented, that thet 
may not be of l~er~ge intelligence, and that their 
motivation is q~ite likely to be strong. 
The elderly are likely to benefit from viewing the' 
package in a number of ways, especially in the dispelling of 
the mythS about the elderly. To begin with, they can help 
in the education of those who still believe those myths. 
Even more important, the elderly who act~llY believe these 
myths about t~mselves can learn to overcome their self-
* . 
'~, imposed restr~ctions. For example: it is qUilr a common 
, 
occurrence for elderly people to fear they are becoming 
. 
s~ile if they become fo~getful. The knowledge that what 
was once rather inaccurately called senility is not a 
natu ral pa r t of ag i n9 could save ~the elder l~' ind i v idual ' much 
'I 
~\ worry • 
. ,
In addition, the elderly individual could very ~aGily 
\ 
\enefit through use of the package in that he or she might, now 
lein9 aware of his/her need~ prevent denial of them before ~ t , , 
,I 
• 
, ' 
~' 
<. 
it occurs, or treat his/her own denial once it occurs. 
An increased awareness on the part of the elderly 
would, of course, benefit all concerned the elderly 
person him/herself, the care-giver(s), whether health 
professionals or not, and ultimately, all of society • 
., . 
, 
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CHAPTER IV 
TASK AND CONCEPT ANALYSES 
The development of any instructional package typically 
ingludes the creation of task and concept analyses. Complete 
,versions of charts for ,these analys-e~ may be found in 
Appendices E and F, respectively. The ,p~rpose served by 
. ' . 
pAeparation of such charts is an important but basic one:.- --'-
it " ~ows 'the developer to det-~rmine wbat concepts and '~~her ,# 
information will be i~cluded in the package. 
The task analysis, for instance, provides a~mework of 
those ta&ks required by the learner. These tasks should not 
be confused with the obiective(s) of the package -- the tasks 
are the steps 'the learner'must take in order to achieve that 
objective. For example, the principal objective of the 
package under study-twas to heighten awareness of the 
~ , 
psychosocial needs of the elderly. In order to achieve this, 
f 
the concept of elderly ' had to be defined ~which includes-the 
dispelling of all myths; that is, the clearing away of any 
misinformation about t~subjec~). It will be seen ftom the 
r~../ \ I 
t ask a n a 1 y s i 's, o-n 1rI pic h t ~e u 1 tim ate t ask i s 1 i s ted a t t . he 
top, and the primar~ ta~ is at the bottom, that th~s is the 
\ /" . , 
first task to be ~c-Co'~\ished by the learn.,er. ,--
I t will be sen t h a t ...... t:'h. e u 1 tim ate t ask 1 is ted i s 
\ 
satisfaction of t~e needs. I~~hOUld be noted that this task 
analy&±s is the on~ prepared not~ -tn~,slide-tape package 
(
/ ;:-. ' \ 
,'. " "\)' 
. ! 
J 
If 
I 
-
(which is the only portion of the presentation being 
.-
discussed and evaluated in this report) but for the 
49 
presentation as a 'w-hole, inclusive of the booklet. Thus, 
although there is some attempt in the s~ide-tape package at 
........ 
in.troducing the process whereby psychosocial needs are #" 
satisfied, the majority of this work is done in the booklet 
. , 
. (see Appendix 0). "The major objective of the' si ide'-tal,Jc 
~ I " -
package is to heighten awareness of psychosocial needs and ,I 
their impo~tance. 
While the package objective and task analysis chart are 
, 
for the most part self-explanatory, the concept analysis 
(Appendix F) requires more elaboration, in the form of the 
listing of the critical attributes of. each Jt the concepts 
t ~ 
present in the concept analysis chart. This elaboration 
.. 
follows. (Note that the primary concept of the psychosocial 
. 
needs of the elderly, which is at the top of the cijart, is 
not explain~d or defined by virtue of the fa~t thab it is 
this comple~rimary concept that is defined by the 
. 
CUlmination'! o~all those concepts -- and their cr it lcal 
, 
• att'cibutes:'-- which are below it.) 
.. 
.. 
•• 
'. 
*. 
. 
. 
• 
.. ~ 
. 
\ 
\ 
. '-., 
\ 
" 
. :
Psychosocial 
All..ributes 
- pertaining to an 
psycholog ical) 
50 
mind (the mental, or 
tJ 
- pertaining to an individual's relationships with others 
- to do with an individual's perceptions of self, others, and 
environment 
- that which is 'not physical 
- ' may be closely related to the physical 
- may involve the mental (or psychological) onl~ and not 
social 
- may involve the social only, and not the mental (or 
psychosocial) 
Exampl~ 
- one's religion is a psychosocial matter in that it deals 
with perceptions of the meaning or purpose of life and in 
that it affects one's interactions with society 
the 
- ,poverty, though a deprivation in the physical sere, also 
~ affects one psychosocially; the physical effects ~ hunger, 
cold, etc. are separate from but possibly the cause of 
psychosocial effec~s such as anti-social behaviour 
... 
~:lsm-examples 
- death occurs as a result of ceasing of physical function 
... 
- incontinence is a physical problem (though the cause could 
be physical of psychological) 
Definition 
Involving psychological and sqcial factors. 
/ f ~ , 
.y / 
~ 
. , 
• 
; 
, ' 
(Human) Needs 
Attributes 
- often confused or used synonymously with wants 
~fosely ~ied with the concept of ioali~n~bl~ rjghts 
things abs.olut'ely req~ired '~ 
.~ 
S1 
implication of human needs is ofterruncon~cious -~ that is, 
h~man needs.are often classified simply as 'n~eds.' 
." I 
- sometimes confused with symptoms of need denial 
Examples 
- air to breathe is a physical,. individual neerl 
it, the individual will die 
without 
- mental stimulation is a psychosoe,ial) need ••• without it, 
the individual will become mentally unhealthy, and in extreme 
c.ases, insane 
• • 
"Non-examples 
- sexual activity •• ~ that is, the individual will survive 
without it (though the hUman race would not) 
". 
- education 
Definition ~ 
~-
• 
Things required by human beings to maintain good physical and 
mental heal th. 
• 
, - ' 
, 
--
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Psychosocial Needs 
Attributes 
- required to maintain mental health 
- required to maintain relationships with society, or the 
ability to maintain such communication 
Examples 
- lio 
cont~ol over onels life ' (freedom) 
- a feeling of dignity; 6f self-worth 
• 
'Non-examples 
- happiness: this is a result or symptom of fulfilled needs 
physical exercise: this is a ~eed, but a physical one 
A\ ~ 
Definition 
., 
Th'ose things required by human beings (see Needs) which are 
not of a physical nature. 
(NOTE: For detailed discussion of each individual 
psychosocial need, see Appendix 9 or Chapter II.) 
• 
1 ._" ~ -
• 
!I 
I 
J 
" 
Physical Needs, 
... 
Attributes 
, 
E 
- might be required for the individual 
- mi~ht be r~quired by the race 
- required for survival 
- required by the body, as opposed to the mind 
Exampl~s 
- nourishment (food and : water) 
- warm shelter (protection from the elements) 
Non-examples 
- freedom 
- love 
J 
Definiti'on II 
-
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, 
Those thiri'gs absolu tely ~qU.i red for the cont inued phy-; ical 
existence of the organism or of all such org~nis1s. 
' -..J 
• 
<. 
? 
,;; 
'" 
./ 
.. ( ..-_ .. 
I I 
~ 
) 
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Elderly 
• 
at t c ibJtes 
advanced in age (generally~ver 65 years old) 
- re·fers almos t .J exclus i vely to human beings (of ei the r sex) 
... . ~ .' . 
- does n~refer to a specific physical condition (not 
necessarllr'ill or frail, or' possessed of poor eyesight and/or 
hearing} , 
- not necessarily in poor financial condition t. - . C 
- not necessarily forgetful 
- often no longer wo·rkin9 on a daily basis (i.e., retired) 
- perception of age often related to presence 'of grey hair 
and/or wrinkled skin (a physical change with no direct 
positive correlation with number of years) 
p 
'Or 
Examples 
- S~r Johri Gielgud is an elderly actor, though he began 
acting as a young man 
- Santa Claus is generally assumed to be an elderly man 
Non -exampl es 
- An antique vase is said to be ol~, not elderly. 
- People between fifty and Sixty-five are generally not 
considered to be elderly, even though they displ.y some grey 
hair, et 'cetera. 
Definition' 
Over the age of Sixty-five yeats. It should be noted that 
r , phys leal and psycholog ical change are not t fed to the concept 
of years, and that since all measurements of time, years 
...--;- included, are of n.ecessity somewhat arbitrary and created by 
man for his convenience, this definition is not partic~larly 
expressive. . 
.. 
..... . \ 
, 
. . 
.. 
... 
Young-Old Middle~Old .1 Old-Old 
~ttLibutes Qf Young-Old. Mjddle70ld, anQ Qld-Ol~ 
- refers only to human be~ o~. e.ither sex 
" 
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, 
refers only to number of years t~e indiv.idual has lived 
----
- does not refer to anything else, such as attituP~ chan~e, 
physical disabilities, etc. 
• • 
Definition young-Old 
-
A human being between the ages of 65 and ~9 years. 
Definition Middle~Old 
A human be~ng between the ages of 70 and 79 years. 
Definition Old-Old 
A human being above the~ age of 80 years. There 1s no upper 
limit, though humans have been known to live to be as old as 
130 years. ' ~ 
I 
, . 
-
.. 
• 
. . 
• 
. ~ 
--
'" 
, 
" 
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' CHAPTER V , . 
RATIONALE FOR CHorCE OF MEDIA 
I 
"- ''-
The literature in the field of educational technology 
, 
has addressed,the question of media se~ection, and has come 
up with two main approaches to the problem. 
TRe first and more traditional approacn states that 
. 
media selection shou~d be made on the basis of analysis of, 
the instr~ctional goals, learners, tasks and concepts 
~ 
involved, as, we-II as the instructional setti.99'. This 
-' inv0\res reference to numerous chart~ and flow-ch~rts 
delineating specific media attributes. Sto10vitch (1976) " 
states that tht!re"~re six factors where are, essential to the 
8e~ection of the best possible medium for a given 
illat~uctlonal unit: 
I 
•. ' t 
.1. sel1ttion of media should be made 
systematic&lly; 
II. Selection should take into account 
learner characteristicsl 
11\. Selection should tak'e into account 
task characterististics, 
IV. Selection £hould take into account 
the pragmatic constraints of the 
producer, 
V. Selection should take into account. 
the pragmatic constraints of the 
consumer, 
VI. Sele,etlon should be based Q.Jr" the 
optimal combinatIon of media a~~ributes 
~hich mateh the requirements of the 
instructional obje~tives. 
• 
. '
, 
, 
.-
J 
• 
" 
D 
" 
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, 
In addition to these six factors, Stolovltch also notes 
that media selection should be influenced by the nature and 
requ i r.ements of. fou r pr incr ,ipal cons ideWt ions -- the ,* 
~ . 
learners themselves, )rl1( instructional task 'Cs) , in quest ion, 
. ' 
the producti9n facilities and ~~pabilities, and the plans 
I 
for disse~inat~on to ·the potential aUd~enc.e 
presentation. In order tb keep in'mind the 
for the 'f inished 
.. . 
." 
;lx fa8to rs and 
~ 
the,guiding result af · ~he four main areas, the }hstructional 
' 1 .. 
de~eloper' , should consult6 a char,t similar ,to the one in 
Appendix D. 
, 
Two approaches are suggested by Romiszowski (197'), the 
. .t • 
first of which is s9m~w~at si~ilar to SbolOvitch's. 
- \ Ho~ever, Romisz0;Vs~i not,~.s ~,~ additi~n~l fa.c.to,rs which may 
pO}e~bialty infl~~n~~ the selection of a medium~ Fi[st of 
aIr, he s'ugge·~ts that the cho'ice of any given instructional 
< - ' ~ mociel will limit the'\~hoice 0; .med,ia. Secondly, he. suggests 
.. 
'1 
that the success of .. the .presenwtio'll 'will be affected b~ the 
::::::o:~ which t(: presenpter~CC~Pts the mOedium. in ~ 
\ 
, , 
• 
.' , 
Romiszowski's sec9nd approach owes much to Briggs· ....... ~ • 
"\. 'J! 
(1970) sel~ction-by-rejection \'ect)niqUe. . This ~ method ati"il" • ~ 
. ' ..,
,,~~ . 
encourages analysi~ of the instructional task~ et cetcf8, 
• , .. , 
but is based on the eliminati,on of media b,ased on 
unsui t~bi 1 i .ty. The cha rt used for this p.~ocess (Append,i.x G) 
is, of cO,J,lCse, ~ br ief and: Simple represent~t ion , o,f the" 
chbracter istica involv~d, ' and shotUd 'no't be adhered to 
) 
J 
"" ," 
.. . 
/ " . 
, , 
, : 
f . .. , 
t 
.' 
, ~ 
.. ' 
'. 
• 
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. 
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\ 
either too strongly or too closely . 
the dangers of doing this. 
Briggs himself warns of 
ca~r¥ing this school of thought one step f~rther, we 
arrive at the "inverted approach", as ' Stolovitch and 
Thiagarajan (1975) have labelled it, where the developer 
begins by attempting to identify. the most suitable medium 
. 
that is, the, one with the .maximum numper of d,esirable 
o . .- • 
~his approach is 
.. 
n 
attributes -- at th~ smallest cost. 
_ 0 
:just'i'fie,d by its beli_that ,any !TIed.i~m is as good as any 
..< .. 
other as far as instructional effectiveness goes. ,-There 
~ < 
a re, after °all, compar ison studies whose findings sho'w that 
~h~r~~ l~ ' ~o signif !lnt, difference 'in the medium used., 
",-, Th'is approach w~s u~ed to re-exten~ in ,the pro~uction 
C?f this package: principally because the' client requested a 
• 
" 
• s~e-tape/booklet presentation. And yet, having discussed 
th"'equest ,,"'ith bhe project co-ordinator for the St. 
' . 'I-' \ Clare's School of Nursing, it ruay be said ' ~ith equal 
conviction that the more traditional approach re9,ommendE\d by\, 
t, 
Stol'ovitch was .t'Sed. The request wag 
'I: • • • 
bY'~ School of Nursing -on the thr,ee 
r 
made to the developer 
... ., 
f~~lowing bases: 
.' Firat" that ,the t~ medi+a 'we;e suited to the t'as.k 
I 
the sliae-tape would in fact introduce vital information.as 
.., 
, ' 
well as attempt to help the; learner define a mo~e :accurate 
/' 0 
a~titud'e,. and ,.t"he b~~kl,etl ~ould pro~ide a more concrete' 
.. , 
source of informa~ion, . which ~OU;P of co~rse be more 
~etailed than was allowed,by. the length rest~ictions of the 
~ 
" 
\ 
I 
, ~ , 
'" 
" 
, 
-
..... 
'ft 
,)};:i ;.:!,..4 ~ 
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slide-tape portion. , 
• 
Second, .~hat the two media were capable of,being 
produced by the development team, give~ the time and 
financi~l restraints (the presentation, was after all, being 
partially funded by a 9ran~ from Summer Canada which allowed 
for the hiring of three i~dividuals for ten weeks) and 
closely related to'~hese realistic production expectations, 
the two media wer~'cafable of being disseminated within the 
tQ.e Scho~l.of Nu.rsin~ ara hosPita~,' and a;ross t,' province /,' 
if financially.. possiblf and/or necessary~ ,, ' . 
• I ~ , 
f 
-
'fhird, that the media -- especially theldua)) medium of ... _ 
.. . , .. , ;/' /' '\ 
&.tide-~ape 'i- ~OU~d be ~uit8ble for use .With eld.~OPl~1 I . 
That is \0 say, not only would the advantages of amp1\flable 
• • . ~- . 
sound ~nd projectable pictures be useful, or p~rhaps 
~ 
necessary, for those elderly wit~ impaired facilities, but 
, also th~ media would be.sufficiently familiar to the 
--' 
learn'era that they ~ould not reject it through fear o( it, 
.. 
or unfamil~ari~y with it. (The ~eader is reminded that at 
, 
the time the School of Nursing requested the presentation 
bei~_.th.e form of a Slide-~e pacltage,\~hey conceived of 
the pr1Jnary audien~e 'as beir,g the elderly~~mselves.)" i> 
In their request,' then, the School of ~~rsin9' though· 
. . . 
~ \ 
,. presumably without training in the fi~ld of educational 
o 
t.echnology, had ,apPlied _ ~he ,10VitCh approtl~h b 
sel~ction of me4ia. : 
"t'--"':" ·At'this pOint, more as a re-confirmat.ion tllan 
., ,. 
., 
\ 
the 
anything 
t 
," 
..... 
• 
-
I -
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else, the developer fel t obI igated to use the inv,!!rted 
. ~ ~ ~ 
approach put forth by Stolovitch and Thiagarajan in order to 
determine th~ suitability of the three media -- slide, tape, 
'. a~d print. By referring to a chart (Appendix a), it is 
, ... 
evident that this combination includes v frtually all media 
attributes, the exceptions being the qualities of motion and 
• three-djmension~ljty. Since these attributes were not 
• 
critical to the proje~t topiC, it was decided that use of 
the slide-tape/booklet combination would be entirely 
appropriate. 
In addition to the advan~ages and reasons envisioned by 
. . ~ 
the p~o9ram co-or~inators, the slide-tape/booklet 
combination -possesses other qualities which make it ... 
• particul~rly appropriate for use with the subject matter of 
Psychosocial needs of elderly peopl~. To begin with, 
delivery of presentation may easily be adapted ~o the 
requirements Qn unique individual situations. As the 
package ~ontains a tape with automatic advance signals, 
.( .. 
manual advance 8i9n\ls, and a script so· that the narration 
can be read.aloud by tpe presenter, it is obvious that the 
• 
speed of delivery can be tai.lo~ed to virtually any learn\ng 
~. I . -
situation. Similarly, the advantages of random access 
, 
afforded by slides (as opposed to say, a filmstrip) allows 
- - \ 
. I 
that certain .sections may easily bi i ,solated, for the 
\ . 
purpose of review and. clar1fication. l ~ 
. ;-" 
.. The slide-tape combination Ifhows a similar flex ib1l"i ty 
-". 
• f 
" 
I 
. , , 
',It ' 
.. 
-
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in term!:; of presentation to var ious groups sizes. Because 
II variety of equipment' is available for the viewing of s~ch 
packages, it is possible to project i mageL onto a small 
~ 
screen which is :an integral part of the projection unit, 
, 
' thus making it suitable for individual and s~il-9roup 
, . 
, 
"iewing, even in situations where it is not possible to 
. .. 
darken the viewing location. Of course, built-in tape 
rec:orde~s ,wi th automa~ic lldvance mechanism are ~her 
teat,ures often found in.such equiplIlRnt, and as the 
cap~bility, still eXJst~.., for proj'ectir(g larger ' images 
wall~ and sc reens, th(6 makes it poss ible ·to use this 
~ 
.f 
onto 
presEmtlltion/equipment combination with larger groups. As" 
thi~ ..... equipment is typically more ligh~weight and r portable 
that the average film proj'ectors and vide~.assett"e 
recorder-players, it is more easily disseminated to the 
llud ien'c e.; 
On the topic of jiSSemination, it should be noted that 
• • 
slide-tape packages are usually sufficiently inexpensive so 
~ 
. that more 'copies may be made for wide-r dJ.strib~tion, ana 
that many institutions have in the1,r po~ssession , the 
-equipment for the presentlltion of such packages. 
As the slide-tape/booklet combination was approved by 
" ' . . . 
bo~h the instruc~ional development and health profeSSional 
, ' 
teams, p'roduction was begun at the photographic fAcilities 
.. 
of the St. Clar$s Me,fcy Hospit;al Schod) of Nursi,ng- and at 
~ 
the Division of Learning Resources, l1emor ial Unl'ver81ty of 
. ' -
\ 
.. 
) 
.1 
I 
• 
. ; 
• 
" .,-
.' 
-• 
, 
\ 
\ 
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'. 
-
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t. 
Newfoundland. The narratibn was recorded by the School 
Broadcasts Division of,the provincial Department of 
/ 
Education in St. John's, Newfoundland, and the booklet was 
written, designed and produ~ed with the assistance of word-
pr~cessing equipment on loan from'Harry Cuff Publications 
Ltd., and the_-production facilities of St. Clare's Sohocl of , 
Nursing and the Division of Learning Resources at the 
Me~r ial University of Newfoundland·. , 
• , 
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CHAPTER YI 
DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES AND FORMATIVE &VALUATION 
. 
Once the needs assessment, audience analysis, 
... 
task analysis and concept analysis were comple~ed, the 
, 
~roduction phase was begun. This include'd :ocripting, 
storyboarding, photography, graphic art, writing of the 
booklet, recording of the audio 'tapre, and so on. 
63 
Through the stages of the p~~vious (pre-production) 
phase-; the developer consulted with various' members of , the 
staff at the st. Clare-'s Mercy Hospital School of Nursing, , 
inclOding Ms. D. Brown and Ms. B. Turner, who served as 
, .,. 
<) content 'experts, Tn,. primary content expert was Mary -
,,) 
(f 
1<ielley, R.N., B.N., Head of First-Year Studies at that 
Sc'hool. 
Working with the final revision of objectIves for the 
package and with research notes·gleaned1rom individual 
research'of available materials in the various libraries, 
• i 
medical and otherwise, in- Newfoundland, a draft ~f ~he' 
" . , ~ 
Soc r ipt \¥~~ produ'Ced and sent to each of the three content 
.. 
experts who read the script and made notes individually 
before meeting to bring t0gether all of their c9mments. 
They suggested very tew changes, most of whiqh were in the 
~ interests of clarity and style. They did supply correct 
medical terminology -- for example, it was noted that 
- - ,,:,""'-
"senility" is not a recognized term, as it implies 
.; 
'" -' - " '", 
'") 
• 
'. 
, 
~. 
' .",-
" 
, 
.... 
. 
. 
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(inCOrre~tlY)~hat it is a natural process whereby memory 
" 'f • \ control and deterioration of tne brain occur, directly 
[elated to aging. A1so. the' first sc<ipt '!tated tha( 
detelioLatiora of eyeSJ...ght and hearing are natural losses 
connected with old age, and as this has yet to be proved,. 
"t 
all references to poor eyesight and hearing were referred to 
\ , 
as a common occu~[ence rather than a natural one • 
I It CVlrl be seen that little of importance _ was chimged. 
What is important is what was nQt chafg~d: the eigh'\ 
p~ychoEocial needs (which'had previously been made clear to 
.' . 
our content experts did not ~ppear in any list -in any boo.k), 
- . 
were not challenged. This is of importance since the needs 
, ,. 
~ere gleaned not from a reference work, but compiled by the 
project staff after its 'researchil:g of ~vailablf! literature. 
Further~ore, no major changes were suggested in 
• sequencing, language level, or in the visual images chosen 
to ,!ppear in the script. This was, of course,encfouraging 
" I • 
bu t not all su rpr is ing as it might have been had the re not 
~ Ii 
been a, Dlodel to f.OllO~.; in the*form of a slide-tape package, ~, 
Me~~~1nt ~ Illness: ~ C~use ,QL the ~ produced 'for 
St. Clare's School of Nursing by Ian Carr, in the' previous 
year, 1983. '1'his~ackage provided the produ~tion team with 
> 
a guide to- overall visual look and feel. ;, Mr. Carr mentions 
, , 
in his thesis, A'RePOrt ,Qn the Deyelopment ADd 'Evaluation Qf 
" I. 
A Slide/Tap~ Program Entitled wMedicine And IllnesQI tluij 
*. I Cauae AI th& Cure-, that his content experts had recommended 
'. If I " 
,. 
[' 
, 
) 
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that He avbid identification with any recognized health care 
facilities in the province and ha~ observed that he , avoided 
"'-
stereotyping and biased repres.Dtation of both sexes (Carr, 
1985). As this project was closely basea on his previous 
work, 'we, by following his lead, avoidedlsuch problems. 
'ii' 
.' > 
Based· on the changes suggested, a second draft ~f the 
.l 
~cript was produced. This script was give~ to the primary 
• • 
content, expert" Ms. IUelley, for ber comments" and also to 
\ 
Ms. D. Sraffet, iibrarian ahd me~ia specialist at the School 
, 
. of Nu Ising. 
• 
Ms. Kielley had few c:hs.nges, oand most of t ,hem ,related 
to style and tone rather than act,.ual in~o,rmation:" Since the 
" mann~r ilt' ~hich information is ~esented is a legitimate ' 
topic of concern, t~ese'recommen~e adopted. The 
single 'greate~t change was th~ revision o~the wordin~ of 
the ending" wh"ich the developer disagreed Wi~' but which' 
.... 
the expert considered essential. It was recommended at this 
> 
point that the script be shortened slightly sO . tHat the 
, - \ 
presentation tim r , of ,the 'package shouid' not be overlong_ 
~ 
Ms. Braffet was pleased with the May the script held 
the tone and format of Mr. Carr's previous package in the 
se~ies, w~le submit\ing that the 'script migbt possibly run 
• 
"', ,. 
A third draft of the ,script was written with the above 
., . 
changes in mind. It happened that when the 8crl~t was 
, . 
. 
actually recor~ed, it was too long by about five.minutes and 
---. - t · 
, 
I 
.,-
J. 
;.:,',' , 
.' 
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had to be cut. (It is generally recognized that a slide-
tape show should be ten minutes in length; fifteen is about 
the allowable maximum.) These cuts, super~ise~ .by both Ms. 
Braffet and M~. Kielley, were made solely on"the basis of.a 
,. 
need to shorten the overall length of the slide-tape shpw to 
, I \ 
the desired maximum of approximately fifteen minutes. 
Speaking to the quality of the slide-tape show while in 
J • ' 
production~ Ms. Braffet noted that the package was 
- . 
• completel~ sat isfact'ory: 
I 
, 
" \ 
The . qualify of the slid~s is ,excellent. 
' They a~e consistent in color, lighting 
a~d the composition is well thought-Qut. , 
The pictures'ar~ppropriate to the 
narration and en~nge the me~~ of the 
text. The pacing is good.. -
(Braffet, 1985) 
, 
\ 
\ , 
.. 
'. 
... 
' . . '~f 
. .' 
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CHAPTER VII 
'SUMMATIVE EVALUATION 
~ 
Evaluation of the slide-tape package was conducted in 
two basic ways: content experts and other professionals 
were contacted, as well the elderly themselves; also, the 
pac~age was tested .. ~ith different groups ,of nursing 
students, who are the primary audience. , 
I User Appraisall 
" 
...--- -, 
/' l J . 
~he importance of this .~~i~r·was s~en to be 
important, as the evaluator~~.~etermine with reasonable 
reliability the validity ot·ihe package, and it was felt 
that their opinions were useful and informed. 
Each educator lecturing in gerQ~tQlogy at the St. 
Clare's School of Nu rsing who v iewed or used the package' 
with his/her c1asses was asked to complete an evaluation 
tt 
, 
form (see Appendix J) which posed a num~~ of questions. 
This questionnaire included requests for i~ormation such as 
- ~ 
the quality of the package and its a'ppropriateness for use 
• 
with a va~iety of groups (and audience le~el~) in a variety 
of_situation,. What follows is a cumulative look at the 
evaluation of the health profesaional group. 
> • ' 
Given the informality of the questions and the iack of 
scaling questions, the re'ults cannot and proba~ly should 
,,-
. . -
.. 
' .. 
.t...." :~., . .,, i I 
, 
-
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not be statistically analyzed, but they can be of help in 
,ft 
determining the impressions of the educators, and health_ .. 
\ 
, 
professionals about the' strengths and "Weaknesses of the 
package. 
Results 
Three forms of questions were inc~uded on the 
eva,luation form. Most <juestions were of an open-ended type" 
designed 'toelflt:it aB., individual and unbiased respons~ 
aIlo'wing- the evaluatdr t~f comment~ on any. as~ect of 'the 
I 
• ., ' 
and 
package which oC,curred to him/her (as opposed to aspects .... 
which occurred to -the (level.oper). Some questions were of a 
combined' open-ended and ·yes-no· type, which provided for 
individuai responses first, and required answers to specific 
. ' 
questions, thus insuring that issues which the deveioper had 
• • 
considered vital were answered but which did not ,limit the 
responses to those issues alone. One quesb&~n was purely a 
~rced-response - situation, where the evaluators were asked 
to respond to' twelve statements' ranging frotn educational 
content to>'- tec.hnical esthetics. This was 'record'~d on a 
.. 
four-p~int scale in order to prevent non-committed 
' . 
responses. ... . 
'the open-ended qu~stions. were geared to situations 
. where answers were unpredictable and in which the developer 
• II • ~ " 
w,.anted to uncov'e.r. any prpblelts, e..t cetera, that be might be 
. ~ unaw~re of. The responses to, these questions were va'Iied, 
,t • • 
. ' 
, 
, 
\. 
) 
- '- ---..... 
• 
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inc I uding no respon,e a t all, ,br ie{ non-comm itta 1 responses, 
and much mo~e detailed responses. .For exaf!lple, when asked 
if there were any inappropriate slides, all evaluators 
indicated 'that there we re not. However, in response to 
~ '. question number 10, in which evaluators were asked to 
. 
mention any groups which they believed would benefit f'rom 
viewillg the paqkage or from havinc;J it at their disposal, 
responses. included "genei;.f)l audience" and "children of agi.n'g 
parentsn·• O~e evaluator responded: 
-.r-'Ehink personnel in any/all nursing, 
homes should vielll this -- ,even on a 
regular basis, e.g. n{.onthly or every 
third month. 
The f~nal question, asking for general comments, !was 
invariably answered in some detail, aU~ responses being 
~ 
positive in nature. The package was described as being 
useful, concise; c.lear, and so on. The ,following response r 
was typical of those received: 
A·· very. good presentation, easy to , 
follow -- var iety of slides very 
suitable. Inte~est ing and info rmat i~e. 
------- -_. 
That one healtb profes's Lonal complimented the package as 
being interesting is to the writer's mind particuiarly ,. 
significant. , '""" 
t 
The fssues in the forced-responses section varied 
between positive "and negative responB~B, thuslleaving the 
evaluator no choIce but to select carefully the appropriate 
---- --
In other words, care was taken that the 
, I 
..... ~., 
r 
. " , ' 
, .' 
,,",'. 
... ; , r,":.; .' . 
-,.-- ~ . 
' ~ 
I 
; 
I 
, \ 
g ' 
" 
; 
, - , 
, 
J I 
respondent did not,6i~ply chec~ one side of the scale 
. . 
)without thougl)t. Absolutely no negative res'ponses were 
'70 
'-.. 
• It' 
recorded. One evaluator thought that tile ,package was a bit 
long, but not ov~rly SOl however, no other similar responses 
. ' 
, I 
.... were made. In one case, an e"aluator felt, very s'trongly 
that{ the concept;.s were clearly 'conveyed" noting at a 
• • 
different poi~t that the package, was ·useful and .concise-. 
. \. '." ; , " 
I~ is in~erest!ng tQ note that one only 'of the respondents 
j; " / ' ' , .;- ,-.-- ' ' . . -'~" agre~d -- though not 'strongly --. ttiat the preSentation' was 
. ,. ' " . '. ' 
., 
too ~ong. , . Ail oth.er'. r~BP~nd~nts'" disagreed with this' " 
~~·ateinent. r, • 
" 
With regar¢J to the. combi~atioil open-ended and -yes/no· 
~ . ~
questiQns, all responden~s ,iridicateQ. thEdr intention to use 
. ~ 
the package again. None of the respondents. uaed the package 
. ' 
'as IiIn' introduction to the topic, but considered ,it suitable 
. 
as a summary or for review, purp,o,ses., In termk of level of 
8tude~t; all but, on'e respondent ind~t,d .tl!at th~ ' pa~kage 
. , Itt . " 
, 
",as suitable for all levels but was p~rti~,ularly. suitable 
- 1!.~ ~ 
, . ~~. ' .. " ... 
~for, beginning. first-year' students. One, "re~pon'dent 
indicated that.' it, was'. suital>l~ ior · ~i.~8t-Yea;\n~rsi~cj 
. stuJnts and for Grade XI and XII high . ~chool student.s. 
~/ . . 
, .... J 
'1'~is salle respondent ind icated that she tho,ught, the 
pz:..esen~ti~. "hl~e appropriate\ for peopl~ :other than .... 
nursing students, was not su!table for the 'elderly. Another 
~ , , " ~ 
'respondent, however,' co~m~~ted . on, ~uitability thusl~r 
.' '. ~ • • r 
. . , ". 
C.rtai~ly ~iveB insi'ght into 'nee~s 'and, 
,) , conc.,rn~ of elderl.y wh,ich. d\an,b~~or ,a,ny .. _ ' 
I l 6 '~'. -~ .... 
" . 
. ,, ' ; 
~ .~ -
• t ... 
. , 
. , 
, ..... 
., . ..-. , 
.~.-
--:,....; . ..a..' • • ~~ ... ,~ ..... , .. .. ' . " . 1 
. ', . . ~ ." 
• 
.. 
--
• 
, , 
J 
, " 
, ' 
". 
,. 
" . 
I 
) 
" { , '\' 
\ 
, 
, \, 
,(' 
, . 
" 
\ . 
'\ audience. ~lderly [people) could ~, , probably gather insight· for themselves 
, ~[om such a presentation. 
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All respon4ents indicated the suitability of , the ,p~okage'for t 
, . ! r,. _.. • t 
the general public, ~oct'brs, nurses, 'hospital and ' nursing" 
I • • I , 
hOjf~e workers ~- 'in ,~dditi.On;.' of course, to ~r~i.ng E1,~udentB. , 
The' package was described by one' re ondent s ~ be:in9 !geared 
f! ... ' ' 
100 j . Cf(; 
,~_ eitb~rs~,perSi :.d/or 'tb~~~ , . ., I 
, # ' 
. In A~d itiOD t~ tbe form."!. fe~pon~e oL the b".~ tb" .~. 
p'r~fess 'i~~a~s, it was felt that: the responbe of the e 'lderly 
.-- . . 
. . ' . . 
\ ' ' 
cbmmunity its~'lf might lte yalu9Ple in, eval~atin9",such a ' 
• ~ o. ~ · ' . ' , ' , ., 
' pack,~ge. ~n ~~o ~~cas i~l)s:' a ,s1nall: rlum'Wr (t.WO, ,or thr~&) of 
o ' . ' 
eld,erly , peopl~, viewed the slide-tape sho,W' and w~re :.....', 
( .~J " ~ '" 
. \ 
, I ' 
~ , 
• 
~ , ' ~. , 
encouraged to' c"omment upon a~d' scuse' it'; On Doth ' 
, t " ... 
,- ~ , - ~ ~ 
occas'iona, comments 'were u l1 iformly complil!'entary b~t not 
effusively BO. 'When- asked whethei .the overall portrai~l of 
• _ t • 
the elderly ~ 'accurate or inaccurate, the consensus was 
-th~'t within the li.mits of a short Slide-tape show, the 
, , 
.. " 
picture was accqrate. Whe'n asked w"hether 'they we.re , 
. ... 1 _, 'I .. ., ,-}r 1\ 
offended, ~leased or displeased by , the way elderl~people 
" .. , "( - " 
'. \ 
were portray~d, 'all ~aiQ th~t the~ weI>e pleased. , On~ lady . · 
'" .' . ~ . . 
stated that sho' w'as pleaaed that: hospital and nursing home 
.. . ,," ' -,I. . , 
slides~ had not domin~ted the ' shoV:' Another ' ladY, .,refe,rring .J 
. . - . " ~ 
\ . 
to the fsecurity" sections, of ,.both the aibie-tapeJ ' , -
prese~~2ti~~ apd: the accoJlpanying booklet, sdd ahe th~ught 
""-'~ , , , "A 
the package aU9ht to be Bent to tbe' provHiclal minister ot- ,, : ' 
\ ,.. 
.' . ' 
.. 
. 
" 
( 
.. , 
,t1" , " 
, 
., '" 
" 
, J 
.. 
. '~ 
r 
t. 
.. 
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.. \ ~ 
social services. She thought the authorities had little \ 
• 
.,/' und~rstanding of the psychosocial aspects of aginC}~. and 
<I ~''''' • ,. ' • , 
'-:"" , concent r'ated 'solely on' the phys iolog ieal aspects • 
. I . . ' , , • 
' .. 
While it has been suggested, tha·t the e1dcfrly 'are -.;....-
gratefu.l..for any atten~ion tiven to' them (carr', 1985), thus 
. J • I 
' .. . ren~ering them Gnobjectiv~,and biased toward~ ac~eptanee of 
r 
. ' 
material, not only has this propositio~ not been documented, 
but ~he writer found that the elderly who had viewed the 
-pack~ge w.'re~po"-.itlve 'b~t n~·t un~dtical: .. :~e 'i~ WOUld . b~ 
'inappropriate tQ,~sk the ~lderly people about the degree to 
., .. , . .. ~ 
' ,which they t~6U~ -th~ pa~kage under 'discussion ~~s · a QO,Od 
\.: . 
, .... \1 • 
.:r " 
• 
. ~ 
, . 
- ., 
.. 
one .. tas they we(re nel t.her !'leal th profe'ssionals nor 
cduc;at6 rs) ~ " i t is. per fec:l Y appropr iate to determ ine Whether 
or not they thought it poorly- or well-made. In other 
,t 
lordsj ~t;1s s!gnificant that no ~egativ~ re~onse to 'the 
. ' ". ' . . , ~,.:: . . 
package was · m~de by the elderly groups. , The ex~ent or 
degree o'f .pos i t~ve response cannot be said (or at least n"t 
proved) to ie significant ' in these terms •. 
.. 
t' 
AnAlysis~ of Results And CbnC;lusiona.· 
. . ~ , ' . 
... \ . 
~'8oth in the cases of th~~9roups of health' professiortals 
\ ) , I 
.. . · ~nd 'the elder-lY themDel~es, {(the' s~mple was relativel'y small." 
'" '1'1, .. . 
However, all those interviewed reG~onded in a positive, 
Manner, in'd1cat,in9 that they,thoU9h't tlle presentation 
. .' ~ , 
succeabful o,vc:'c'all, }1'''~O both to the elder ly character and 
. :/; ~ "; ~ . • 
.. > 
, . 
~. 
,.. 4 
'f 
.. 
'\ .. ., ~ • r. \ ~ 
" 
, 
fi 
~ 
--
~;. ...... 
r , , 
• 
. ,,--
! 
• 
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• 
r' 
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13 
to it~ objectives • 
., 
The evaluation forms indicate that it was well-received 
by All respondents, and appropriate for a wide variety-of 
~ ~~ . 
audiences, especially for ,first-year "nursing students. ,' The 
... .' ~, 
. general" p~bl ic, includi-ng relatives of elderly people, and 
r " OK t 
hOSpital/nursing home workers were also mentioned as 
, 
potential audiences. .. 1 
" The discussions with the eldei:ly viewers •• indicated that 
~ . . .. . 
they were 'pl~asea-with the package overall -- most 
'" 
significantly, 
l·fs attitudes. 
they did not disapprove of its content nor 
-. 
.... 
• 
, 
Audience APpr*al ~ 
," , ... 
• .I 
.., 
I, -
I-, ';scr iPFl of -final evaluatl~ne- of, tht. 91 ide-tape 
~/' , pack'ag~ as carried out- with the S't'Clare's Sc~ool 'of \. 
,-
'tt • , 
Nursing s udents~ (Note that ~hc booklet, though developed 
~ 
this educational package, was ab no t~me \ 
evaluated for tho purposes of this report for the reason 
that the school of nursing. deemed it strong enough to use 
• 'as' a separate package.) As the project was designed to 
. 
educat~- ~he untrained first-year students and other novices 
.' If 
to the fi~ld or gerontology, a group of first-year students 
... 
vas used;' ~s veil aD a grJup :( , of third-yeat students in , , 
. , f 
• for those 
f 
" 
-
order to ensuie: that the packa~e vas most usefUl 
that 't was in f~c~. desi'9no,~ ioc .. 
alida-tapa show' ."' deslgned ,primarily -to 
, fl 
student.s 
The 
• 
, ~ 
.. 
" 
educate 
t 
• 
, 
. 
. 
: 
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the students about the myths_concerning the eld~rly and the 
" ~mportance of their . PSYCh~SO;i~l ~eeds --~oal, as 
noted, was attitudinal. It als'o provided an introduction to 
.. 
some of the problems, aympt~ms, and solutions regarding the 
.. 
'Psy~hosoc'ial needs of tpe elderly, but as has been noted, 
the medium of sllde-tape- ls not particularly suitable for 
.: .. 
presentation of vital in~rmation . as it is a fugitive' 
• l 
medium. (It was to achie e the second objective .:.- viz., I _ ~ 
tjla t the pack age shoUld ~elp lea rne rs to know the needs 'and 
--- -
common deni"', recognize and then treat the symptorn~, and 
, I '" . 
ulti~ately satis~y and p~event f~rther denial of the needs 
. -- that the accompanying booklet was designed.) 
, -rs the main objective of the slide-tC3;pe portion .~af 
attit~~inal' ~ questi~nnair~ ~ppendix K) which aSkea ;he 
users t~ rank . th~- lmpbrtance of both physical and 
PSycpisocial needs for the elderly 'an~ YO~~g was de@igne" 
. - . \. (The users(ere<e,ked to rank the needs of their own .age 
set, in tbe hope t»at they w.ould translate this into "my own 
-...... ,~, ' , . 
. ' ~ . 
needs". This was done ~rtly to draw their ' attention to 
- # 
--
.. 
"old vs. young" rather than have them concentrate on the way · -\ ~ 
they would rate the elderly on th~\ pre- and post- .. ~I : 
questi0rtaires,land pLUtly ·so a,s to measure the trans.f.erence 
. .""S:. . 
effect noted by Hullins & Merriam in 1983, in which~a ,study 
. ,. 
of dying elderly pattent\ resulted in no attitude change ' _ 
toward the elderly be.lng noted, but in which the nur~ing 
home staff being tested regist~red an increased deat~ 
. 1 .. 
' ,. 
• 
.. 
, . 
( 
• 
, 
.. -
", 
\ 
\ 
I 
<-
-
, 
- .. 
15 
I 
anxiety themselves.) ~t was predicted-that the physical 
, .,. ~ 
needs would be rated highiy on ,a pre-viewing 'quest1onn~ire, 
• ' • ~ " . 1 
and that psychosocial needs would gain high ranks in a post~ 
. '). ' . ' 
viewin~ questionnaire." . 
--
-- '--
-'-, I To find an average· pre:-viewing and post-viewing rank 
i , 
l!{..!~~rr'd to in tables as pre. X and post X), it was 
/ ' (' ·necessary to use a method of .calculating the m~ans of a 
particul,ar need across the group, ~ .the pre- and ~ostiranks 
of each individual were n9t recorded as tied --·that is, the 
, identity of e'ach user was no\ requested on the 
Ruestionnaire. The method' 01- cal~ulatin9 an-a.ve·rage ~ank. 'in 
such a case requires that the rank (in this case, one 
I ' • ..., . 
\, 
through~to twelve) be multiplied by the number of times ~hat 
.. . 
rank was chosen. Adding all these products together and 
multiplying them·by .the number of responc.ients 9ive~ the mean 
rank for the need for that group. (See Appendix L for a 
sample of this method.) 
In both cases, the students were asked to fill out a 
. -que,stionnaire immediately before viewing the slide-tap'e 
- . \ I 
show. They then viewed the show, and completed .another 
. , , 
\ ' . ' 
identical que8ti9n~ait., requiring them Qnce again ,~o "rank 
nee$1s. 'Un the case of the third-year students, they were 
,also :tked 'o,n the ;ort-vieVin9 questionnaire ~o ~eapond t~ 
the technical/ed~cat\ional quality of . the packa9~.). 
\ \ . ) 
• /1 
{ 
, . 
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• 
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• 
., 
.. 
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Results And Analy~is of Results 
, 
;Y\ . Overall, no 9rea~ chan9~ in the ran~ing of the 
'. PBychOBOCi~1 needs o~er the physical need~aB shownby the 
group of ?l fifst-)'.e~ .r stLfd.e.nts who view he slide-tape 
;" . . ,/-~ ........ 
show, ae lea,at not in a numerical-sense. As can be seen 
. . . \ 
fro~ the Table 2 (p. 77), the largest ch~nge from pre-
a " . 
.. .. . .• I 
viewing to post-viewing questionnaire'wag 1.8. Thi~ is 
- 1;.)- -." '_ ' 
no means ,nsignificant, but it should Qe remembered that 
• • I 
by 
the 
I 
needs were ranked -on a t,w~lve:poJ!lt--eCale. A difference of 
3.0 and above wo~ld have been ore reassuring. The reasons 
for such quantitative occurring will be 
/ alscussed below. 
~ ./ '. \ 
.... ./ 
' ... ~.,,-, /' osocial needs w~uld all be 
post-viewing questionnaire, 
• As one can see from the importaQce column, .this happened to 
..... - , ' . 
-- .'" * . a certain extent. All physical needs were rated as less 
importAnt ... or o~,e ,sam.e importanc'el t this is entirely 
satifactory. '.ver, t~~e ~Of the psychosocial need~ are 
- , 
rated a8 less important. Why? J~ 
, 
The three psychos~cial needs rated less important were 
~" . 
,Love, Coapanionship, and Relatl~n~hip with GOd~~ case 
of Love, the change was a scant -.3. It.i& important that 
, ' 
. . 
on the pre-viewing questionnaire, Love is already rated as 
b~ing the m~t 1mpo~t;tat' e for the elderly (Ta~le 3, 
p. 78). In a 8enS8, t en ,the need for LQve had nowhere 
~ ~'- ' .. -'- .; 
• f • 
r 
• 
•• 
.." 
" 
'. 
,. 
,/ 
, , 
\ 
--
." 
• 
-,. 
'. ;.. 
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' ; Table 2 
t Change in: Firs.Year Students " Ranking of ' Importance ' .. , 
) , of Needs of the Elder}.y ~ . . 
• 
.. 
,. 
, 
--....--... 
-------.------- I 
., 
- ~hang·e Physi.cal Needs . pre-X post-X importa,nce 
. ,- ... 
------,...- -_ .. ---.---
( 
• Dignity 6.6 5:0 1.6 more 
~ 
Freedom of choice 7.9 6.,4 1.5 more 
"\ 
.. ~ 
Sex 11.6 10.7 0.9 more 
Privacy 7.7 7.3 0.4 more 
Security 4.3 4.-1 0.2 more 
-' 
... ,., . 
Lov,e 3.6 3.9 -0.3 ' 'les~ I 
Companionship 4.~ 5.3 -1.0 _ less 
... ~ 
• 
. ___ ~elationship w/. God 5.3 7.1 -1.8 less 
---
Physical ~Needs 
'"' #. ,. . 
.. I 
-
... ,. 
• '. 
f · 
Medical care 6.8' 7.7 -0.9 less 
Money , B. 5 9.0 -0.5 . less 
\ • ;od . 5.2 , 5.2 d:l7' sante 
Warm shel,ter 5.1 \ 5.1 0.0 same 
\ ! 
-----
----------
• 
-
~'''' .P . . 
0" 
v ' 
~ 
. . 
" I' , . 
.-.-, g ' •. 
' ~ . / 
J 
--. 
.. 
... 
~ ' 
.1 
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Table 3 
'~ ;- ;~'~'. 
First Year Students' ~anking of Importance of 
Needs of the Elderly 
" . '~ ':- ...... 
. :" , 
Pre-viewing 
\ , ~ 
POf!t-v iewi.4t' .~ 
----
, Need ~ank Need Rank 
------- ---
Love 3.6 Love 3.9 
• • 
< \. ' .. Security 4.3 Securitfl' 4.1 
Compan'ionship 4.3 Dignity 5.0 
\~arm shelter", 
• 
5.1 Warm shelter 5.1, 
~ 
Food , ( .5.,2 Food ~ 5.2 :.: 
Relat ionsh'ip wi God ~s5. 3 Companionship +5.3 
Dignity 6.6 Freedom of choice 6.4 ' 
• Medical care 6.8 Relationship wi God 7:1 
,/ Privacy .1 , ,7.7 • Privacy 
'- 7.3 
( 
F tee,dom of choi~~ '7.9 Medical care ~ 7.1 
Money '0.5 ~oney 9.0 
Sex 11.6 Sex 10.7 
----.---- ~---------.~--
. # 
. " 
" •• 
" .iI. 
.. 
• t 
- " 
/ 
.. 
. • i 
• 
• • 
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. , 
to go bu t down -- a.nd it did not go down much in terms of 
, 
numbers, and not at all in terms of rank ••• on the post-
ifr , ~ , . , 
viewing questionnaire, > the,fitst-year students still rank 
, ' 
. 
Love 'as ttie most impor~ant need. 
l.. 
Readers .are directed to , 
the discussion of ipsative and ,9normativ.e measure on' pages 
" 
508-9 in Kerl inger , (1973). 
, . 
The explanation 'of why the needs for Companionship an~ 
Rela'ti9nship with God were rated as l\'sS important are mor~ 
, ' . . 
'int~resting ~.: certainly the dif,f.er~c~~ of , ~he ':"l.~ and -
1.8, respectively, between the pre~ and post-means, cannot 
~ 
be ascribed to insignificance. In' all probability, the 
. 
rating of these two needs as less important ma'y b.e due to 
.,. '. , 
the fact that certain myths concerning these needs were 
• 
addressed. To illustra~ this poin't, let us look first at 
, . 
Relationship with God~ The slide-sho~, in · the "healthy ' 
philosophy" section, frames 32-36 (~ee script, Appendix M)" 
) . 
. " 
notes that religion may be a part of an 'elderly person's 
lite, but in 'frame . 20 pOints out that the elderly' do nO,'t 
. 
,necessarily become more religiouQ, nOr more intecested in 
" . 
going to church (Hess & Day, 1-977). It would seem log iColl, . 
'to suggest ,that thiif~ct impressed itself on tHe'fir~t-year 
',students,. ,nd resul ted i~ ~e need fdr Relat ionship wi th#<;;oct ~" 
be-Ing less important •. ' 
• 
A similar e~~lanation ' concernin~ the lower ~08~~rank 
,*' . . 
fo r Companionship' see'ms plausible., 1. Frames 3S nnd 66 of ,tho .~ 
. .. . , . ~ .. , 
'script points ,'out t~at eiderly people sometiro.es· w8'ht to be 
, l' 
. ' 
• 
" 
" 
, , 
I . 
I 
,.. . 
" 
, .. ~ . 
. " 
. , 
'to" \ . 
" 
It ,~ 
," 
.. 
" ' 
, .' ~ , 1'.' .. 
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alone, and are not always lonely. This might account for' 
- .;. 
, tbe group ra~ing Compani~nsh~~as less important on the 
,1t , , post-vi~wing questionnaire • 
• 
, ~urn.ing frolIl the' nume.r:ical differenc~ in pre- and post-
, Vie~~ng ;ank~, let us ~OQk at the way in which ~he ne~ds 
were ra~ke~ i~lation to each other on ,the pre- and post-
J viewing questi(n'naires (Table 3, p. 7," Love (position 1), 
Security (position 2), Warm Shelter (position 4), Food 
(position 5), Privacy (p,of4tion 9) ," Honey (position 11) and 
~ 
Sex' (pqsition 1~) did not change their' positions. ·Only one 
, 
'. \. ~ " physical need, Medicar Care, changed -its position to drop 
" 
" 
. , 
two ranks on the post-questionnaire. 
Of the psychosocial needs) Dignity and Freedom of 
• 
Choice placed ~uch higher ~n the post-vi~wing ·qu~stionnaire • 
. ; ... ,.' . . ... . ~ , 
It 8ee~s likely that here the first-year students were 
. ' -
responding to the dramatic stor~-bf Mt. A. in the ·control-
, ' . . 
section of the slid,e-tape show (frames 38-42). .,. 
(It is interesting' to ~ote that when the presenter 
returned to >the roo'm after the s(ide-tape sh~w was o~er, the 
11 
s ,~.udents applauded as. ,he entered', showing their appr,~val of , 
\ \ '. 
.. ' 
, . ..: 
-. , -f . ,. \ , ': t. , ' 
'the show.) , 
, On the whole, the fir~~-rar ,students r,eacted tP/th.~ . '~ , 
• ,:alide-tape .. pretty muc.b 8S hoped,. but o?a,ore l~D1rel, . , 
scale. It w~s ~op~d ' that , ~l psychosocial needB~ uld be 
.. ' ". . I ' • # 
' fat.ed, ClS more iD\Portaht' 'on the post-questionnaire, 
, " ~ ' - ... 1 '<1~ ' ' ~ " • ' 
, i~d'.eCJ they we~r,l, 'except ..ttl t::he l ,cas~'of the thre,a 
,.r .' ,~ . """ • • 
'. ..' , 
• >'I 
I 
, ' 
.' ' 
, , 
, 
. . .... . 
" , 
'. '. , . , 
" 
, 
I 
r 
" 
• 
" 
, 
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o ( 
already mentioned. That the change in importance of needs 
. -~ 
was not greater can be likely be attr,ibu¥ted direct~y,to the 
, . 
f'~ct that the first-ye'ar stud'ents ' tested had, just,4previOus 
-~ 
to havIng had the package adm'inistered, been listening ' to a 
lectule, on the psychosociar needs of tne elderly. 
, . 
. (This was 
not known to the writer at the time. Presumably the lecture 
was not directl~ based (on either the slide-tape show or, "'Ie 
booklet.) Ha~~ ___ con~ep.~s, et ~eter~ discussed ' in the " 
/ .... / 
package be~n fresh to ' them, the change migHt conceivably 
have bee~ g~er. However, the students were already 
. \ J ' 
thinking of SUf~thingS as love and ~om~anionship as being 
.--' -=~ortan~ch Jt ... elPS explain why ~hese more 'general needs 
,/- " we;t"<t6wn in importance on the pos~-questionnaire); fheir 
• 
minds were already on the subj~ct when theY , completed the 
pre-questionnaire. 
As "~e thirty-~e -~~ird-year s,tudents to ,~.hom a 
questionnaire 'was ad~inistered were not being lectured 
immediate'l;>beforehand, it seems logidal toass~e th\t 
~ 
their pos't-,questionnaire re,sponses shQuld show a greater 
" 
dispar;ity, as i they do. 
. 
needs were rated, as more important by 
exception 
mentione 
older (see 
f ' 
ents on the post-qu,stionnaire, with ~he 
, . ' 
of relat' onship w ith Go'd~ ,fo r the reasons 
. . ~ ' , , 
-~ that is, the frame which mentioned th~t 
-
n6t be~ome more religidus 8S they ijrew 
able 4). ' tjt~at, bui\he ,mAjorlty~.s 
, \ '---"' J: " , 
'. 
out 
.' 
\ . 
" 
. , 
" ' , .. 
, 
, . 
, ~ , 
'I 
• 
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of 8) of the ctange was +1.0 and greater, while there were 
on,ly tW9-such positive changes ~n the case of the first ... year 
students. _~ ~ompan~~nshi~nd Sex .rated as +0.5 and +0.4, 
respectively, ~pd as these are still p'ositive changes" it is 
enco~ragairig. T~e fact that the changes are s,mall can be 
, 
attributed to the fact that" if' th"e case of the need for 
, , ' 
Sex, this very important issue is not directly dealt 'with in 
, 
the packag~; aRd in the case of ~ompanionship, once again, 
thls is a very broad and vague need which people would not 
be as inclined to choose after more pressin·~Ceds had been 
outlined for them. 
This tren,d of greater difference extends itself to the 
third-year ' students' rating of the physical needs, where, as 
hoped, all physical needs , were rated as less important --
. fI dj ... 1 ' , ",. 
three'of the needs w~re below -1.0 at -1.9, -1.5 and -1.4. 
, In non-m~~erical t~rms, Love, Security, Dignity', • 
Cpmpanionship, ~arm' Shelter: an~ood all'retained their 
;/ , ' 
positio~s , l through to 6 (Table 5). Relationship with God 
. ' .. 
dropped from position 7 to position 9 on the post- ,', ,-
.. " " ! . 
questionnaire, and Medical Care dr"opped from positic;m 8, to 
, , . 
, ,po~ition 10. F.,t.e.edom of Choice mov,ed from position 9 to! 
p~_s.ition , 7, and Privacy m~ved from position 1'1 to pOSitiO.~· 
, 
8. ~oney dropped one postion df importance, and S~x 
retained its last-place position. 
, The six lowest needll identified by the third-year , 
sttlderits included , the feur Ph~Sica~' n~eds, P'h~~6\, (f~ ' . 
_.'" \:'. "0 . ', " 
l " ' . , '. ~ ';, . 
• 
/ ' 
.~ 
j' 
, / 
, . 
.. ' 
.. 
Table 4 
.. ~. 
1 ;". 
. • / ~'!t\" 
Change in Third Year Students' Ranking 
of Needs of the Elderly 
I 
... 
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l 
-------------------------------------------------------------
Physical .~eeds 
Privacy 
Freedom of choice 
Dignity ... ~ - . 
Security 
• 111 
Love 
Companionship 
Sex ~ 
, Relationship' wI God 
Physical Needs 
I 
... 
Medical Care 
Food 
\'larm shelter 
Money 
pre-X 
.. 
8.8 I' 8.1 
4.9 
4. 3 ~ 
3.9 
5.0 
10.7 ' 
6.6 
6.9 ... 
5.3 
-5.2 
8.2 
-post-X 
'. 
• 
7.2 
6.8 
3.8 
3.2 
2.9 
4.5 
, . 
10.3 
8.0 
8.8 
6.8 
• 6.6 
8.9 
, . 
Ghange importance 
1.6 more -
1.3 more 
1:1 more 
1.1 more· 
.. 
1.0 more 
• 
0.5 more 
..... 
0.4 more 
-1. 4 less 
--... 
"' 
-1.9 less 
-1. 5 less· 
? 
-1. " less / -
/"-
'-0 ;7 less 
-------------------.~-----------~\~---------------
t . 
. -", 
-, 
. 5 
f 
, . 
, .. 
• 
.\ 
- ... 
! 
. ... 
.' . . " .. 
( 
\ 
--- . 
'/ 
\ . 
\\ 
... 
.. 
I ' 
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. . Table" 5 .. 
Third Year stude~ts' .R~~king of Importance of V ' " 
.Needs of, the Elderl~ ' 
... 
* 
, 
, 
"- ">"" 
~re-viewinq ~ Post-viewing 
- ~ ", 
------ - -----pi 
Need • ~pnk Need . Rank 
,. 
... 
-
.".' 
.. 
':'~ .... -.; ........ 
L~e 3.9 Love, 2.9 
.;- ... 
Security 4.3' Secur~t:y ~ 3.2 
Dignity , 4.9 ~r! A. ignlty 3.'S • 
Compani~hip 5~O ' Companionship 4.5 
Warm shelter ' • 5.2 .. W~~~~lter 6.6 
.~ --' 
\ 
*' 
l ~ 
... Food 5.3 F,oo I 6.8 
Relationship wI God 6.6 .I Freedom of choice 6.8 
.' -,... • 
. 
. Medical care 6.9 Privacy, 7.2 ' ~ 
> 
. ,.. 
Freedom of choice 8.1 Relationship wI God B.D 
8.2 Medical .. care 8.8 
'"\ 
8.8 Money 8.9 
h 
10.7 Sex N.3J... 
. 
------------
.----/ 
... 
. 
" 
~J 
,. 
~ - , 
.j ! "I ~,-". \ 
.-r' "-J .. .. I· I , \ / : r.- , ~,/ ,,-
•• 
' 0 ' 
f 
, "" 
.. '" .,~~ .. r J, 
. ,. \ 
• 
,. 
~ 
• .,~ 
',. 
.' .. .... .... 
. . 
~~ . 
". ... 
"A' (1 " " , . ~ '",, \. '" .~ , " f • , ."" , I,.~ t , · .. ,'II ... , 
" .. 1 ~ . ~ . . ' 
1\ o- J ?'"\ :L '" 4- , .. ~ . 
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. known'reason, though, it should be noted that Priva~y wa.-the 
. . 
'need.with'ttfe g.rea~;st . pOSitiv~ nime.rJ91 chang'e), antI , 
'. ..- .. 
'. Rela.tlonship. with God (for the ,f.eas~n~, set· forth ~bo~e"·' 
. . ," . ' ...... " 
Th~ third.-year students probably had demonstrate.tl ., 
....... ~ ., 
'g~eate[, numerical changeib,ecau,se th';y did not:. ' h~ve, th~" 
," ., 
,material fresh i.n. the~r· minds befo~.e viewipg ~e packqqe, a,s · 
the~r. 'first-year COl~~agues " d.1. _. Ho ,;e.ve~, their 'JLi~ o( 
-PSYChOSO€:al, n~eds was no~- lo~.~r: (~S ."it mi'gh\, h,~v~ !le~n , ~\ 
these.had bee~ first-year~~tudents), beca"se they have j~tra, · , 
"'year,S of ,training; tha~ is,' they ai r~ady k.~ew·~, fair am~nt . .... 
, .
abou t the psychosoc'ial' care of the eJ.d~rly. ' 
'.. , -, -/ '" .. ' .. ,; 
The ~hi~d-year fitudents were alsoaskeet ~o ~omPJ;et'e it . : 1/1 
. . ~ if .. . ' . , -, 
rat~n~ of the show the:t had se~'11 in terms ;~ i·tg)d'u~at·i~nai· " 
. ... . . . • • tI.· 
value and a~propr iat'enes,~~~ toc~~ical' q~a~it,y. \' Wllile. ~.10-
' , th.ey wfH~n~.t ~uali .fied ,as ·.educattis 0; re~~ evaillator~, ~t .. 
.. ' 
. , , I 
' .. 
" 
. , 
• !('oJ 
was ~e :~ldcp " to~ rec(·r.d ti\eir" reict'ions. 
'" s~se p're~i.ct~~le,' in ' a '~! 'cat~gori~S~ 
. . . ~ 
Pesu N.s wr!rC! i~ il 
on' a fiv~-point' seale,.. 
. '. 
': 
-
. 
. " 
• 
" " . the .av~fage j,~.al~ ca~ories, elCcept two, .. tWas 4.6 ~r -, ' 
~ ' -..- .- .. \ . . 
" higher,' with the median response being 4.7 • . H.Owevc(, whep 
. 'It . .. ' . 
" asked~to rate the length of th; pro9"~am, ~he. rat"lng :~i\.S ~o .. ...... 
~ _ . . ..,.. ' . ' t. , ....... 
-- at al'most"e~aotiy the medium point. Th.e ahow WclS 111' f~.s=t~ .. · 
. . \.' , . . , . . . ' 
--fa'·trifl~ lO'~g, ~nd the· fa~t ) that ~the. gr~at. ma:l~~it¥ 'of th~,;<, ~ 
\. ~~dent:6 r.ated :~t .48 , ~f .me~~\l~ (9U!.!abie) l~~t-~ ~ou~'d, . ' .. ~, 
• ~ppe~;}Oobe d'~?'to th.'f.ct'f~.\~QY'fOUnd 'I,t ,~~m~le In '/J I 
fo~tent for t~eir l~v~l. This Ls encout~9i~9: as tt wap~ " 
1 • , 
• I 
designed 
.. 
.JI>.'-
. ,,' 
.. 
, 
:t I . .... . , ' 1 
, I 
1" '\ 
, 
' . 
. 
1,· . • 
. , .. 
'" 
• 0/ • 
• I, ~ 
.. - .. '. 
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" ~ 
" 
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" "'. 
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'f' • • • . , 
; ~. , , 
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" ' , , I ' . 
, . , 
. t . .~ ,I 
, 
, .; 
, . 
also supported by the ev~dence of their rankin~'of level of 
difficulty, whe~e the slide-tape presentation was ~iven a 
. 
rating of 1.9 on a difficulty scale of. five, with :""one" 
' ...... - " 
being the easiest'. ,The students thought ,that it was best 
• suited for a beginning student -- agai~an encouraging 
thought. 
, 
" Conclusion 
Overall, the result;,s obta'in~ were,_respectable if not 
spectac~iar, and , s~ggesi that ' thi~ sli~e-t~pe ~acka~e'wouid 
be particularly useful in helping to modify the ,att'ituqes of 
.. 
beginning nursing students new to the area of gerontology. 
That ,the results obtained are. not as dramatic as the 
. 
. 
developer has. originally hoped can be attributed to a I • • 
misunderstanding of results possible when .uslng ipsative 
cank statistics, and also that'flaw in the planning stage 
by which the learners representing the intended primary 
au~ience of , first-year ~ursing ' students viewed the package 
t . i' \ .-
\ , 
immedi,ately after a , lectu re dea~ ing with the sam~ subject • 
• . 
A's noted, however, the resul ts are posi t i ve and do 
. 
suggest that novic.es viewing this packaqe would have more 
positive. attitudes towards the elderly, and would tend to 
vi~w physiol~ical needs as (relatively) less important, and 
, . 
psychosocial needs I (relatively) more important. 
, 
" . j~ 
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CHAPTER VII I 
IMPLEMENTATION, SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDAT~NS 
..r ' .----- --
, 
\ 
Boll. loajor 6t.ctioIiS of the'audicv lb\.ial pa~k age, 
Psychosocial ~eeds of the ~lderly, appe~r to be s~~cessfuI , 
1n their attempt 'to' introduce novice learners to the' 
. 'psychosocial context in which many elderly people find 
themselve~~ Theexa,ct effectiveness o~ the booklet, portion "', 
, 
. . . 
has not, AS noted elsewhere, been statistically evaluated, 
. , . 
I 
but ... t)le'recept'io~ .acco.rded it seems to' reinforce' its value. 
, / 
' / 
/" 
The tlide-ta~e portion 'of the package is cUrrently 
"" part of the collec~ions of St. Chre'.s Mercy Bosp'ital School 
.1 • 
of Nursing Library, and of the Centre for Audio-visual 
': 
Education (CAVE) ·at Memorial University, and can be 
disseminated to a ~lde audience of nursing students and 
family members with alderly relatives. 
. . ". 
In addition, the slide-tape portion is used ,regularly 
in the education of student nurses ~Y the St. Clare's School 
of Nursing -- that is to say,' i~ is a required part of their. 
curriculum. Co~ies' of th~ package and pr~jectors are 
. : 
available upon request _from the audio-visual centr«t. of . that 
institution. 
Although orig~nally intended for use by hursing 
I 
stUdent,S, the slide-tape package appears to have anothe'r 
. major audience not envisioned by the producer, but which 
was suggested by those who evaluated the packagel it c'ould 
\ 
i \ 
• , 
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• 
" . 
JIll 
.. be put to good use by memt?ers of families' .with e~det'ly 
relatives -- parents, grandparents, aunts and un~les, et 
cetera. It is hoped that the staf.f of .St. Clare'''' who 
or iginal),y made this recQ·mmendation, since they are i;lware of 
this potential audience for the package, will, in their 
daily contact with such family membets, recommend the slide-
tape package to them .when appropriate. 
, , 
rI Though the slide-tape portio~.was , desi~ned as a self-
contai~d ,package" it. co~'ld be used more effectively "wi,th 
, . 
~e elde-rly at a slo.wer, use'r-controll.ed pace, in which 
. 
there would be plenty of room for comment from the eloerly 
. .. 
learners. This approach could also be used for review --
• 
for example, r~view of one or two of the sections deal ing 
with a specific need -- in any learning situation. , The 
advantages afforded by the random-access nature of the 
presentation should not be jgn~ted. 
'.) 
Although not te~ted as a part of 'this report, and 
v\ewed as a self-contained instructional unit rather than 
~he supplem~ntary unit it was origi~ally conceived "as being, 
it would seem appropriate to make mention of tHe 
considerable success with which the booklet portion 'of the 
~sychosocial Needs of the Elde·[ ly package has been rcce! ved •. 
To begin with, the main ,content expert for the package, Mary 
Kieley, -was, in a personal intervie~ with the developer, 
.. . . ' 
'.most enthusiastic about the booklet. Thin ,accolade was 
followed by the recornmendatio~ to the St. Clare's School of 
-
• 
" 
, . 
r · 
\I~" _0 
'.'T .... .. ' . 
I';' 
, , " 
• f • 
'J: 
Nursing- that the booklet be ad9Pted as required reading for 
• . I \, 
its students ••• a recommendation which was quickly approved. 
The school ·of nur,ing at the Grace Hospital has also 
expressed inte~ in the package, as have various ot~er 
• 
medico-social institutions. 
In ~ddition, tge booklet was accepted for commerical 
publ,icatio'n by a local publisher, Creative Publishers, and 
it is"int~nded that this edition of :the booklet be placed (~, 
\ , 
\ . \ . 
-before'\ Mr. Charlie Brett, pr,ov!ncifll Min'i~ter of Social ' 
Servic~s, for con~ideration for pladement in n~rsing homes 
'for the elderly across the ' province. Though the booklet , is 
a separa~e instru~tional package, this,cert~inlyhas highly 
s 'atisfactory implications for the topic of this report# the 
slide-tape p~rt~on of the package. Indeed" it is hoped that 
th,ls proposed wide distribu'tion of the booklet will lead to' 
wider, distribution of the slide-tape package as well. 
Thus.- it may confidently be said that the pres~ntation 
. " 
- ' 
has, been well-acceptesi, and of b~enefit to the elderly, ' Wl10 
are after all, those with whose welfare the package is 
concerned • . 
Elderly individuals , and health professionals have both 
in'dicahed that the healthy, unbiased view of the elderly and 
the resulting ,tone are desirable, and the developer 
" 'recommends that other_ areas of concetit-~Q the elderly be 
, .- ....... .J 
addressed in a like fashion. 
, 
However, the developer also cAutions those addressing 
. ' 
, " .; 
.... 
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.. 
.. 
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.. . 
themselves to similar a;~as of concern that .th~l~drner-
approach of addressing the nursing s~udent directly through 
the visual and narrative style, · r·ather than-ad'diessin~ the 
, elderly ' dire,9tly~ if! one which should 'not be adopted unless 
-- as in this'case -- the material itself demands such~,n 
1',., ' . (  . ' approach~ The developer reco'mmend~ that, if at all 
possible, the elderly 'be 'the ' learner',s , ~ddressed. It will 
,I ' . 
still be .per,fectly possible to address 'the nursing-students 
as the'rnajo~ ~o~ert aUdien~~, as explaine~ in Chapter III. 
The d~veloper also reinforces the recommendation that 
presentations for the tHde..rly be suffiCiently brief ,and ' 
, . 
simple so that the hearing- and visually-i~pairpd members of 
,fln el~er~y audie·n~e w:itf"ii l'Iot hel'!/? undue Dtr~in placed or . 
. ,./' . 
their facilities. 
I ' 
In closing, iet it b~ noted that 'becomlng old' is not 
something w~ich will happen to us all some day -- it is 
/ 
somethi~g which is con~inually happening to us all, every 
day. With this in mind, it behooves all of us -- nursing 
r 
stud~nts, elderly individuals, family members, and all of 
, , . 
SOCiety · -- to prepare for the time when the psychosocial 
, 
syndromes herein discussed are upon us. 
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APPENDIX A 
- -COMMON MYTHS A:BOOT THE ELDERLY 
- ~ 
One problem which is constantly surfacing for those 
eeople who are responsible for ,(or w,ho assume or t~ke on the 
, , , 
responsibilit.y for) 'l:he ~lderly, is ,that' many peopl-e r " 
I 
consciously or 'subconsciously,,~ubscribe to at rea~t a 
poreton of the cadre of ~reval~nt myths con<;:erning the 
elderly. . '. , " 
\ 
Some of the most ~erious of these rnY,ths were enumet~ted' 
-by Norma Ruby in an art'icle entitled "Ageism and Attitudes!' _, 
(Ontario Association f2L the ~, Quarter11 publicat~on 
. 
Vol. 19, No.4, January 1~84).' Otbers can , be n~ted ,-by any 
observant person who associates with ~he e~derly: 
. ' , 
. 
1. Sim'i,lar 1ty. P~rhaps the greatest myth ~bout th~ " 
elderly, i~part b'ecause other myths grow' fr-pIP it, is that 
, 
people loie' thei~, indivi®al'ities as .they grow older. Bot 
, ' 
no two people' are alike, a!1d there i~ 'no 'reason ,£:0 b~lieve 
'· '1 , 
that the ar-t' ot a.ging ,~i}.l 'ch,ange ,this f~ct.,:"" , For example 
all old people do'not: wan,~ fO-,CJ,ttend religious services on, 
"'\. 
Sunday: holiness does not spring on you when you get old ,any 
more than loneliness, illness or forget,fullne~s dO'es • 
2. Inf-1exibili,~ There are stubborn elders and 
.... . , 
c~operati:ve ones -- just as ther'e are stubborn ahd 
-.-
cooperative middle-aged hUmans. Inflexibility has nothing 
, ' 
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~ ... 
• 
,,-
> 
, . to d'o with."aqe -- it is a per,!>o~ty tr~it of #some 
-., . , • 
individuals, ~,bich might intensify with age iftne 
~ ~ 
inOLv.idual' ,i~ i9noreo. when apRe8-r lng infl ex'ible instead of 
the reasons being d&termfn~d~ . '. , . 
; , 3. , Sexuality. ,Sexual ~elations b€tween o.1d pe'op'l~"'may~ 
~ l. ~ , . ~ . . . • ". .. oJ " •• ~ . • . ' • 
seem unnatural , and embarrass·ing to those Who view old.age ,'as" 
' . . . ... 
. ~ . -. ' . . 
'repu'gnant.· ' Y~tJ despite ttte fact ~at t:h~ el,c(er'iY are no'£' 
, , , , . , : .',: , . 
al~~ay"s e~~o~ra~ed Co ~dress and 9t~om . t:he~s~~y.> } 
attra~iVelY4-. their.:.:. sexual- desires ', d9 extend' in't .o '91d age' . 
-~_Y. I ., 
• 4 •. ' Infirmity And IllDe~s. : Old age and • .1l1ness are not ' 
' J 
.. 
........ ., . 
synonymous: fdr many ~eop~ ~here , ar~ decreases in bodily 
fun9t~:ons, but' few. lospes • 
. . 
Some elders do ~xper~ence a loss 
of heaf~g, but a ,ll of them do not need to be 'always shout~d" 
~ . \ J 
at, or. wbrse s~l'l, have qJ.1esti,ons put t~ them through. 
n~rse~or . younger relatives • ., 
.I" , 
:o5f SCDility. s6me people look on mernory.loss or 
, 
. 
spasmodic pe~iaqs of confusion as sen~lity.· But slight'IOSS ~ 
. ',' 
of JDemory is normal for all aged pe,ople, a ,ndconfus"ion is · 
. ' D • 
often attributable to a sudden change in environment'~- a . 
, ' , ,! l 
fact which ~an be de~lt with effectively by und~r~t8nding , 
• 
and caring' people. 
, 6. , Creatiyi"ty Arui Product iyity. , 'l" authors, Ar.tists, \"'~ 
not lose their tal~nt. 1n ~ld , poets, pairiters and so on do 
.. 0 . • 
age. .... ' In point of ~act, many '. \ " noted creative people produce , 
, . 
their gr~8test works..-i"l1 their , old ag~. , Whether particul'arly ' 
.) . . ... . ... . 
gifted o~ not, all f>eople (old and the not:-so-oldJ need ~o 
.. . 
• 
. 
\ 
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feel wanted and useful, and sl10uld l,ive in an atmosphere in 
which the opportunity exist's for them to perform creative as 
,i~l as mt ial tisks • 
7. ~ficUltY.in Learning. Contrary to the old adage, 
one ~ teach an old dog new' tricks. Some m i.ddle-aged 
:::::: ::::h t::to;:r::::: ::::u~:::e t~::n t;t m::::r t::::ain 
; , 
~ children. In ~ike ' manner, it mig~t ake an elderly person 
. 
longer to acquire specific abilities than it would take a 
middle-aged individual. But given time and patience, many 
elders can create new ~nd exci.ing interests by learning new 
,skills.. 
8. LonelineSs. Some people who look after the elderly 
s. e e m tot h ink t hat old p e 0 pIe 0 ugh t to b e ~ e p toe cup i e d by 
• I 
doing "almost anything" -- in order that they will not be 
l.onely. But many elders, like many other people of all 
ages, at time simply wish to be left to themselves. They 
. , 
want to experience an ~interiority", an examination of 
themselves and their lives in order to make sense of it all. 
At times, they want to enjoy, or savour, or mer~ly reflect • 
un their memories -- or plan things to be done lateL on • 
. 
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.AI»PENDIX B 
BURNSIDE'S LIST OF PSYCHOSOCIAL NEEDS 
PSYCHOSOCIAL OF Tli E £LD ERLY· 
~ 
Acceptance as .a person -- ma~ taining personal identity 
Acceptance or rejection of ir~nest . 
Aged v~. , yout~and culturul alue syste~s 
Alienation an~segregation f om community life 
Ambulation -- restricted mob'ility -- confinement 
Anxieties 
Comm,unica'tion -- use of native language 
Confusion and memo ry losS'" 
Constructive use of time -- boredom . 
Difficulty in adjustment~to institutiQnalization 
dependence ~ 
Discharge planning 
E~pression of feeling, e.g., anger 
Expression of religious beli~"fs 
Fear of unknown 
Fe~li~qs of 6eing unwanted -- reje~tion 
Feeling of death and dying . 
Feeling of no long~r bein~ useful 
Hopelessness, depression, frustration' 
Inability to understand what is happening 
Loneliness ~- isolation 
Loss of confidence 
Loss of control in life situations 
Loss of esteem 
Loss of fu~cfions , 
Loss of self-care and independence 
Loss'of status 
Low morale 
Maximize strengths of individual 
'No interested family I 
Purticipate in treatment plans 
100 
( 
Reduction or loss of income (also concern fo~ payment of 
services) 
Response to treatment 
Role reversal 
Self..;,devaluation 
. 
mot~vat~ toward reasonable recovery 
* Used with perm iss ion of. Donald K r istola, Soc la1 -Wo rk' 
Consultant, nivision of Professional Standa~ds Review, 
Health"Care Financing Administratiori, Department of HeaYth, 
Education and 'Welfare, Region V, Chicago. 
.. ' 
• 
, 
,\ . " 
.~~ . . 
, 
I 
Separation from family and home 
Sexuality 
Soc 1al death 
Soc fal withdrawal 
Staff interpersonal relationships with patients 
To be with an individual who shows a warm interest 
Touch 
Unemployed -- current use of skills 
uramiliar surcoundings (abnormal) 
101 
'. {from Irene Mortensen (ed.), Psychosocial Nursing ~ Q.f 
~ ~ (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1980), pp. 2-3.1 
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APPENDIX B 
POUR D HODEL 
" Stage II Define 
Front-end Analysis 
I 
,~ 
Learner Analysis 
I 
" Conce~t Analysis 
J 
Specification of Objectives 
, 
t'." J 
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. Stage ~ Des ign 
Learner 
Analysis 
1 
• 
Specification 
of Objectives 
I 
I 
I • I 
I 
I -
I 
I 
I 
1 
r----------~... C rite r ion- t es t ~<-----­
....... Construction 
.... <Me~i. 
~----------~~ Format 
Se 1 ec t ion E----------4 
Selection ~--------I 
.. 
~------------~~~Initial Design~------~--~ 
-, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.. 
Criterion':'test 
,Cons true t ion 
Stage lL Develop 
Inib-ial Design 
I 
I , 
I 
I 
I 
, I 
I 
I. 
I • 
Expert Appraisal 
I ' ,-
- ------ -- - - - --- - - ---- - ---- -- - - - - -7Developmental-----l 
.. " 
- Testing 
/ 
I 
! 
I 
! 
'--
I 
t . 
--
a 
) 
.. 
• 
Stage II Dlsseminate 
Developmental Testing 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I \Lt' 
Valid~tion Testing 
1 
,pacTing 
Diffusion and Ad~ption 
Thia~arajan, Semmel and Semmel, 1974, pp. 6-9. 
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APPENDIX E 
MODIFIED TASK ANALYSI,S 
• EXPLAIN HOW TO -
SATISFY THE NEED 
-
t. 
--
. 
DESCRIBE THE APPROPRIATE EXAMINE WAYS OF PRE-
TREATMENT FOR EACH. OF VENTING/COUNTERACTING 
THE SYMPTO~S DENIAL 
-
-, -
.. 
. 
LIS~ TH~ SYMPTOMS DETERMINE CAUSE(S} OF 
\. DENIAL 
,... 
. 
-. 
. -
EXPLORE ·AND DEFINE . 
NEED DENIAL . 
. r DEFINE PSYCHOSOCIAL 
NEED (·S) - ' 
~ 
-
- SEPARATE THE TYPES 
OF NEED 
-
~ 
I 
EXPLORE AND CLARIFY 
DEFINITION OF ELDERLY 
./ 
• 
-
I • 
\. 
. \ 
.1 
\ 
! 
, 
. , 
\ 
-:~. 
. I 
I 
PSYCHOSOC IAL 
I 
APPENDIX F 
CONCEPT ANALYSlS 
\ . 
PSYCHOSOCIAL NEI DS 
OF THE ELDERLY 
1 
1 
(HUMAN) NEED$ 
-
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1 
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unsui table or partly 'unsu i"table for instructic 11. Produced 
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APPENDIX 11 
MEDIA/MEDIA ATTRIBUTES 
, 
lIed i a 
~dto I I I I I 
Yhu.l I I I I I I I 1 I III ~tton I ' I 1 1 .... 
c Color , I , I I I I I I I ~ 
J·DI~nston"'t1 . 1 
".uh~'II I 1 I I I I I I 
Rtspons, ACC'Dtlnc, I I I I I 
CJl • - 'f't~o.Cl , I I I I I I I. ' 1 I 
Qj ~ 
.ludIc I • 1 . • I • ; 0 +I c 'hu.l I 01 I I I I I I I ~ .... J S. H'PIC t n~ I I I I I I I I I I 
.a 
-.-4 R£nd(7'l ACtus I I I I I I I 
w 
+I Ir tdt lIbl 11 ~1 I I / . / I I I I J J J 
+J 0 Tr.nspo.~.bt1It, I / / / J I I • I I I I 1\1 -... Sll'I;lllc I ty I I I I I I I 
.... ~ C1:I Lo. CoU J I , I I I 1 I 
-.-4 Sh:lrt 11nt • 
'0 • / I I I / I I .. ltCN; """,nt Qj 
:I: [dlt.abJ1H, 1 I I I 
Sf 1f' ·C6n te t!'ltd 1 I I I I 1 I I J I 
Scht-dllltng .. ' J I I 1 I I I I I I I 
! rh.'btltty 
-
;"n.r,l 
-... AuthbllH, / I . I I 1 . 1 I I :> 
., 
-
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APPEfIDIX 1 
SCRIPT VERIFICATION 
Dear Context E~pert, 
Enclosed you will find the proposed script for tte 
51 ide-tape port ion of the fB,Schosocjal N~ Qf. ~ Elderl~. 
Please read it carefully and make note of any omissions, 
inaccuracies, et cetera. Any and all comments are most· 
welcome. Particularl~ welcom~ are comments pertaining to 
the eight psychosocial needs, we have listed. 
, . 
While you should note ' ~ny omissions, larga. pr small, 
, , 
please 'note that some of the material mentloned briefly in 
th'is draft is intended to be dealt w<ith in t.he booklet 
portion ~f this pack~g~ • 
. Please feel free to make notes directly on the enclosed 
. ' 
.. ' 
script and/or on separate pieces~of paper. I would 
appreciate it very much if you could have your scripts and 
comments back to me by four o'clock Friday afternoon. You 
may either return the script directly to me or leave it in 
care of Mary Kieley. ..... 
Thank you ~ery much for your time and expertise, I 
remain / 
Yours ~ery sincerely, 
Douglas· Cuff 
.~ 
\ 
APPENDIX J 
" 
SLIDE/TAPE PRESENTATION -- USER EVALUATION FORM 
PSYCHOSOCIAL NEEDS OF THE ELDEHLY 
1. Which of the iollowing categories would you put 
yourself in? 
Nurse 
Doctor 
Educator 
Health Professional 
Patient 
Senior Ci,tizen 
. General Public 
Student 
Would you place yourself in another category not listed? 
2. About the package itself: 
A. Have you used it just once, or a number of times? 
, r 
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___ .. ________ -- __ - _____________ - -- - -- - - - - - - _ - .. _ _ r- A '- - ... - .. _ 
B. Do you plan to use it again? (yes / no ) 
3. Please state whether you agree or disagree with the 
following statements: 
A. 'the content is accurate SA A D 
B. The presentation is too long SA A D 
C. The presentation is effeotive overall, SA A D 
o. Slides are clear and well-chosen SA A- D 
E. The production is not realistic SA A 0 
F. The concepts are clearly c,onveyed SA A 0 
G. The narration is toti fast SA A D 
H. The sequencing/flow is logical SA A 0 
I. Useful .information 1.S presented SA A O· 
J. Suitable only to a male audience SA A 0 
SO 
SD 
SO 
SD 
SO 
SO 
~SO 
SO 
SO 
SO 
I< • Approach is too 'vague and emotional SA A o . SO 
L. The train of thought is easily followed SA A 0 SO 
[SA=Strongly .Agree/A=Agree/DaDisagree/SO a 5trongly Disagreel 
. " . . . 
+ 
• 
. , 
.. ; < 
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4. When in a lesson do you use this presentation9 
---------------------~ ---------------------
------------------------------------
A. At the beginning, as an intxoduction? 
B. ~t the end, as a summary? 
C. In, the middle, as a separate lecture? 
D. Do you use it for review purposes? 
yes / no 
yes / no 
yes / no 
yes / no 
5. What level of student would you say this was most 
suitable for? 
--------------------~-
-------------------~-----~ -------------------'. 
A. Is it suitable for beginners? ( yes / ·no ) 
B. Is it suitable for intermediate students? '( yes / no ) 
C. Is it suitable for advanced students? ( yes / no ) 
6. Is it suitable for people other than studen~s? 
. 
- - ....... - +-~------- - ---_. 
-----------------
-A. Is it suitable for doctors and nurses? ( yes / no 
, . 
B. 
c. 
D. 
Is it suitable for workers who have never 
gerontology but work in- this area? 
Is it suitable for the general public? 
Is it suitable for the elderly? 
studied 
( yes / no ) 
( yes / no ) 
( yes / no )' 
7. Is there anything is this presentation which you 
di~gree with, or which is inaccurate? 
-------------------------------------------------10 
---~~----' --------~---- -~-----------------
---~-------------------- ~--,,------
" 
I 
.. 
)-
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8. Is there anything inappropria~ei or unnecessary? 
-------,------------------------------- - -- --- - ~ --- - --
, . 
------- -- ---------~---- - --------- - - - --- - _. -
____________________ . _ , ____________ ....L _____________________ _ 
-- ----------------::--~----- -- --------- ---_._--- -- - ~ 
---------------~-------- -- -- - -)'----
9. Are there a~y slides in particular that bother you? 
------------------ -----( 
-' 
----------------~~---- -------
10. Can you suggest anyo~ else who might benefit from 
viewing this ?aCk~ge,~rom having it at thei~ disposa~? 
--y---------- ... ---------------------------, 
---------------- ---------------------- - -----..1<0;:-
-----------------.---- ------ -- --- - -(---
-------------------
11. 
"':'-"7 
• 
Any other comments? 
~ 
----------------------- ---- -- --
------~-----------------------------------------
---------------------------- - ---- ----
.-" 
-------------------- - ----- - -- _ .... - - -.--
______________ . _11 _________________ : ____ - - - - y"-
' ", 
, 
• 
.{ o, ' 
, , ' 
APPEHD:lX K 
SLIDE/TAPE PRESENTATION -- LEARNER EVALUATION FORM 
.. r ,,~ 
Please relax. Thi~ questionnaire is not t~ 
test yoo -- it is to ~est toe slide-tape show 
you are about to see, or wh.ich you have just 
seen. 
* * * 
. , 
PI~e rank the following, needs acco'rdin',g to 
how important and/or desirable you think they 
are to ' the a ve rag e old e i: per's 0 n ( a <;t e 6 5 and Q 
old.er) • 
MOST IMPORTANT = 1 
A. Money 
B. Warm Shelter 
C. Food 
D. Dignity 
E. Hedical care 
F. Sex 
G. Freedom of choice 
H. Love 
I. Security 
J. Re lat ionship with God 
K. Pr ivacy 
L. Companionship 
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LEAST IMPORTAN' a ~2 
.~ 
• 
-
, 
!' 
I 
'\ 
~ 
." 
, 
• 
Please rank the following needs according to 
how important and/or desirable you think they 
are to the average younger person (age 18-35). ' 
MOST IMPO~TANT = 1 
" A. Relationship with God 
. : 
----~--
B. Money 
-
c. Warm shelter 
D. Security -
- - - --
E. Food. 
F. Freedom of choice 
G. Privacy 
H. Medical care 
I. Dignity 
J. Love 
K. comf,;\onShiP 
L. Sex , 
120 
LEAST IMPORTANT = 12 
I 
. ' 
, . 
..../ 
-
, . 
~ . 
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(THIS SECTION ADMINISTERED TO THIRD-YEA~ STUDENTS ONLY.] 
Please.---t:ate the quality' of the slide-tape show on the 
f~lowin9 items, according to the scale provided, by circling 
the number of the scale. 
(Educational guality) 
1. Appropr iateness of Instruc-
tional Format 
2.1 qtganization of Materials 
3. Length of Program 
4. CI~rity. of ~resentation 
5. Appropriateness of Language 
6. Level of Difficulty 
7. Sequencing of Materials 
• 
8. Sty1~ of Presentation 
9. Appropriat~ness of Illus-
trations to Narration 
. (Technical Qual ity·) 
10. Overall 
'II. Print 
12. Illustration 
13. Quality of slides 
14. Audio . ~ 
• 
Inapp. App. 
1 2 3 I}- 5\ 
Poor Good 
1 2 3 4 5 
Short , Long 
1 2 ' 3 4 .5 !\ 
Unclear Clear 
1 2 3 4 5 
Inapp. App. 
I 2 3 4 5 . . 
\ 'Low High 
1 2 3 4 5 
Poor Good 
1 2 3 4 5 
Poor Good 
1 2 3 4 5 
" 
Inapp.~ App • 
. '1 2 3,, 4 5 
Poor Good 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
. ' 
• 
J ' 
--
.. 
APPENDIX L 
A SAMPLg OF RANK AVERAGING TECHNIQUE 
Change in Ranking of Companionship 
as Needed by the Elder ly, as Ranked by the 
First-Year Students 
------- --------------+------- -~-
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Pre-viewing Post-viewing 
No. of 
Ranks 
5 
14 
16 
6 
6 
6 
5 
6 
2 
o 
2 
1 
~---------
Product No. of Product 
~_~an]_1 ___ ~: 
48 
24 
)0 
36 
• 35 
48 
18 
o 
22 
12 
10 
, ~ 
a 
,9 
10 
2 
~ 
4 
1 
Q 
30 
36 
40 
54 
70 
i6 
54 
40 
11 
o 
--___ ~_ -1-------' 
, Total Product 306 
Mean 4.3 
Total Product 373 
Mean 5.3 
.. _______ ~_-4--______ __ 
/ 
Chapge in'Mean, -1.0 
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APPENDIX M 
SCRIPT: 
PSYCHOSOCIAL NEEDS'OF TOE ELDERLY 
.\1 
Detail 2L slide 
, 
1. Title: FOCUS. 
2. Dark sfide. 
3. Title: PSYCHOSOCIAL 
NEEDS OF THE ELDERLY 
Accompanied by Mr. and 
0 ' Mrs. C. sitting on 
their porc~. 
4. Title: MADE IN 
COOPERATION .WITH 
SUMMER CANADA AND ••• 
Accompanied by an 
_.- outdoor summer scene 
of windsurfing. 
s. Title: ST. CLARE'S 
SCHOOL OF NURSING, ST. 
JOHN-5 , NFLD. 
Accompanied by a view 
of the entranc~ to the 
nursing school. 
6. Title: PRODUCED BY 
DOt)GLAS CUFF 
Accompanied by a 
c10s.e-up of an eldftr1y 
hand clasping a 
younger hand. 
7. Mr. and Mrs. C. 
sitting on their front 
porch. 
'. , 
Narratiop 
1. [Silent.] 
2. [Silent.] 
3i o [Music fades 'up.} 
4. ~Music continues.} 
/ 
/ 
I 
5. [Music continues.] 
( 
6. [Music continues. ] 
7. t Who ar~ the elderly? 
~ [Music continues.] 
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,/ 
( 
i 
8. Title:. 
'65-70 
70-80 
80+ 
YOVNG-OLD 
MIDDLE-OLD 
OLD-OLD 
9. Split screen: Mr. C. 
asleep. in bed. Mrs. 
.. C. sitting by a fire. 
10. Mr. A. walking along a 
street, clutching his 
back.' . 
11. Title: PSYCHOSOCIAL = 
PSYCHOLOGICAL + SOCIAL 
12. A young couple and an 
elderly couple sitting 
on park benches. 
13. Title: 
INDIVIDUAI:ITY 
SELF-WORTH 
HEALTHY PHILOSOPHY 
CONTROL 
, MENTAL STIMULATION 
SECURITY 
REALITY ACCEPTANCE 
COMMUNICATION 
- .. 
r 
," 
• 
\~ 
8. There are three gr6ups 
of elderly people: the 
young-old, aged 65 to 
70; the middle-old, aged 
70 to 80; and the 
old-old, aged 80 and 
over. 
9.' What are their needs? 
Like all people, the 
elderly 'havp physical 
needs -- oxygen, food, 
drink, sleep and warmth. 
, 10.: Because they've 1 i ved 
for a long time, the 
elderly may find their 
bodies wearing out. As 
~a result, their physical 
needs may be more 
intense. 
. 
11. Besides physical needs, 
people also have 
ysy~ho~ocial need~, 
which are a mixture of 
psychological and sociai 
needs. 
. 12. 
I 
13. 
Although the basic 
psychosocial needs r~ 
remain the same 
throughout the life 
cycle, the intenSity of 
the needs may change 
with age. 
The eight 
psychosoci 
individuali 
worth; healt 
~hilosophy; con 11 
mental stimulation; 
securitY1 reality 
acceptance; and 
communication. 
~ 
/ 
, . 
-I,. ~ , ; ; . 
" , 
. j. 
" I 
, 
, 
I 
l 'i . Elderly la'=Jy wande ring 
in a hospital' 
corridor. 
1 S. M r~ C. read ing and 
showing signs' of 
having a headache. 
l6~ Close-up shot of Mr. 
" C. opening aspirin . 
r-6ottle. 
17. Mr. C., now wearing 
glasses, Teading 
happily ~ 
18. "'Split screen: Mrs. C. ' 
looking worried. 
Close-up of ,. 
spectacles. Close-up 
of liquor bottle. 
19. Ti tIe:. INO IVIpUALITY. 
Accompanied by a 
cartoon , of an older 
man thio,k ing, It I am\ a 
personl" 
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14. Quite often people 
confuse needs with t~e 
symptoms of denied 
needs. A symptom --
such ~s wandering 
behaviour -- is a 
prQblem which shows us 
that a need is being 
deniep. ' 
15; 
• 
16. 
! 
For example: ' if a 
person has a headache, 
he may need gl~sse •• 
The physical need for 
glasses is being deni~d 
and produces the symptom 
of a headache • 
·t 
IIf a l?erson . takes 
aspirin for his 
headache, he is treating 
the symptom. He 'must 
still satisfy the need 
for glasses, or he will 
probably continue to get 
headaches. 
17. It's important_to looK 
tor the ,calfse u,nder ly ing 
the symptom so that one 
• ca";- treat the symptom as 
well as satisfy the 
need. 
18. It is very important to 
look for all the 
possible causes of a 
symptom. For instance, 
a headache may be cau$ed 
by eyestrain, by stress, 
or may be even due to 
, . 
• 
over-drinking. • 
19 • Too often people treat 
the elderly in ways they \ 
would think of treating 
others -- they deny them 
their ' in~iduality and 
treat~hem as part of a 
group. 
" . 
• 
-, 
20. Mr. and lotrs. C. 
talking to minister, 
after church service~ 
21. 
j 
Mrs. C. sitting ~n a 
lawn c ha i r. ,M r • C. 
is_standing behintl 
her. They al"e 
looking at. each and 
srnil lng.· 
22. .Oid photog raph of , 
23. 
~ young mqn in,uniforrn. 
Mrs. B. sitting in 'a 
gloomy,' untidy roo~. 
24. Close-up of )otes. B .. 
" 
fI, ,', 
25. Xoung female social' 
worker trying ~o falk, 
to Mrs. ,B. 
• 
.. 
" ' 
" 
.. ' 
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20. \ow oft~n is ~t ~usuruedb 
that all people become 
mote r~ligious and want' 
to'go to church when 
they grow ol~er? 
21. ~ '. How 0 f,t e n' is a n e 1 d e-r 1 y 
man thought or aa a man 
rather than ah old 
person? The elderly are 
viewed as unattractive 
by society, and so it. 
takes the! r lj'exual. 
identi ty away". 
~2. 
f' • ~.,~ . • 
Soc i 'et'y to~allY igno res.,. 
othe...,r tdent-i-ties they -
have o~ us~d t~ have --
occupation, p~ent, 
spouse and rna r r ia.,ge , 
23. 
roles. Q • 
ConSider this elderl~ 
lady: she was once a 
bea~tiful young woman, 
wif& and mother -- no~ 
her ~hildren ar~ gdne, 
her husband is de~d , •• 
and sh~-thinks of 
herself as unattractive. 
24. She sits irtfber house 
all day," ~hou.gh she is 
healthy and capable oj 
walking. She wears her 
false teeth only ~t .- , 
mealtiQles, an9' sometimes, 
fp rgets WIle re shoe has ... 
left her glasses. 
• 25. Her identities are~o.st 
to SOCiety. Worse than 
that, they are lost to 
• he r. They _can be 
retL'ieved, if'someone r' 
w i,11 t a k e the tim e. t 0 
see her as an 
individual • 
.. 
( 
... 
- , 
''"'' 
• 
( 
26. 
27. 
28. 
\ 
. 29. 
30. 
, 
.. , 
Mrs. D. sitting in a 
wheelchair, accepting 
a cup of tea. 
Titl~: TAKE TIME. 
TAKE TFOUBLE. 
Title: SELF-WORTH. 
Accompanied , b~ a 
cartoon of an older 
man thinking, "I' am 
a person of worthl" 
Mr. A. sitting on a 
park bench. 
- --
Mrs. C. holding a 
pol i t lca,l po-ster and 
cheering. 
31. Mr. and Mrs. C. 
sitting in office, 
talking to a nurse • . 
" 
.. 
.. 
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26. It does tak e t ime-. 
. . 
Elderly people are often 
slow because of physical 
restrictions, and it can 
be necessary to calIon 
patience and 
understanding. 
27. Remember these things 
. when corning into contact 
with the elderly -- Take 
the time. Take the 
troubl~~ Itis worth it. 
" 
28. If an elderly p~rson 
loses his ' individuality, 
theh his self-worth is 
likely .to deteriorate. 
29. 
• 
30. 
i 
And if this · happens, the 
person may complain of 
feeling useless -- of 
not accomplishing 
anything of worth '--
~ven if , he is relieved 
to be rid of the ' 
responsibility of former 
roles. 
Whenever possible, the 
~lderly person should • 
maintaIn sQlD.e rol~ in' 
society~his can help 
self-wortt} by 
emphasizing strengths 
and skills· of the 
individuaL 
31. Elderly people often 
become embarrassed about 
loss of agility, 
frequency of uiination 
and forgetfulness. They 
can reclai~ much of 
their di9n~ty if assured 
,that is part of a 
natural process, and 
many Qthers have the 
difficulties. r 
( 
• 
32 • . Title: HEALTHY 
PHILOSOPHY. 
33' 
Accompanied by a 
cartoon of an older 
man thinking, " •.. and 
my life is worth 
~ 1 i ving. " 
Mrs. O. praying in 
front of a stained-
glass window. 
. ' 
34. Mr . ... C.· coaching 
youn,g boy in 
baseball. 
35. 
36. 
'---'~.~ 
/ 
Mr. C. standing 
alone on a wooden 
bridge. 
\ 
\ 
\ 
/' 
A young woma! in the 
foreg round, rOOk ing . 
hesitantly at M5. C., 
who is sitting in the 
background, thinking. 
I 
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, 
. 32. If a person maintains 
'" his inq,ividuality and 
self-wo~h, he will have 
the foundation for the 
third psychosocial need 
-- a philosophy to 
provide him with purpose 
or meaning. 
33. Sometimes a religion 
will provide a per&on 
with pucpo~e and meaning 
~- this is certainly ~ 
commOn source of healthy 
philosophy • 
'. 
34. If an elderly person 
does have a healthy 
philosophy, there is 
often a willingness to 
engage wi~h · soc(ety. 
·However, an elderly 
person who spends time 
alone does not 
IH:cesGilcily IlilV·! 
problems. 
35 • . There is an 
"interiority" which the 
. elderly expecien~ -- iln 
attempt to make~~ense 
out of a the life that's 
drawing to a close. 
Sometimes this is scen 
as a withdrawal from 
society, whereas it is 
actually an attempt to 
accomplish something --
perhaps attain wisdom. 
36. A healthy philosophy 
must be created and 
fostered by example and 
life's experiences. It 
is a very personal 
thing, and nobody, the 
elderly included, will 
welcome intrusion. 
( 
\ 
. / 
• 
.' 
, 
: . 
37. Title: CONTROL. 
38. 
• 
39. 
. Accompanied by a 
cartoon of an older· 
man think ing, n I am in 
charge of my life." 
Mr. A. being led Into 
a nursing home by an I 
orderly. 
... 
A nurse telling"Mr. A. 
that he cannot remain 
in bed. 
40. Close-up shot if Mr. 
A. 's possessions: 
razor, spectacles, 
false teeth, scraps of 
. pa~er. 
'~J 
37. 
38-. 
39. 
• 
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Too often, the control 
over their lives which 
the elderly lose is not 
taken awa'y by their 
physical disabilities 
but, by society. They 
have had control all 
thei~ lives, but when 
any sign of loss of 
cont rol Occu r-s, all 
remaining control begins 
to be taken 'away. 
Maria Abarca tells the 
story of Mr. A. , an 
elderly man wi th 
eitremery pOQr vision 
and difficOlty in 
walking, who was placed 
in a nursing home by his 
doctor. , 
He found, that he was 
.assigned furniture and 
space-but did "not own it 
-- he could not lie on 
his bed dur.Jll'g the day, 
but had to ~ie there all 
night. He cou l~ not 
keep his -.-mas in his 
nightktand~t had to 
keep his sho~s there • 
404 His only possessions 
were his razor, his 
teeth, his glasses and 
some scraps 6r paper 
with vital phone numbers 
written on them. He 
attempted to arrange his 
possessions so that he 
could function despite 
his disabilities. 
• 
/, t" 
41. Mr. A. searching #'4/ 
through his night-
stand. 
42. r.'r. A. yelling at a 
nurse and pointing 
at his nightstand. 
43. Terminally ill patient 
lying in a hospital 
bed. 
44. Nurse holding up 
dresses for Mrs. D. to 
choose from. 
45. Title: MENTAL 
STIMULATION. 
Accompan ied by a' 
car toon of an older t 
man ~hinking, "I wil~ 
keep my brain as well 
as my body acti~e.ft 
, '\ 
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41: He cou Id not funct lon. 
The maid would move the 
furniture to suit 
herself. Other patients 
could take Mr. A.'s 
chair without 
permission. The nurse 
would remove his scraps 
of paper. The orderly 
could take h is razor and 
use it on another 
patient. ~./ ,...i 
----... -~ 
42. Mr. A. attemp.ted to 
create order out of the 
disorder by complaining 
and chasing away those 
who rearranged his life. 
He was labelled 
uncoope rat i ve. 
43. It can be difficult to 
CHant control in an 
~Jl ... L4 ... 1.o",.:.0.lcll Jett..I.lIj --
for example, it is 
difficult: to provide 
privacy to a patl~nt who 
requires constant C<lre 
and attention. .. 
44. Still, the elderly 
person should be allowed 
all the choices that he 
can cope 'wi th. Fo r 
example, pat ients who 
are unable to dress 
themselves can be asked 
what they would like to 
wear. 
45. If the elderly are 
allowed control, tney 
will seek their own 
mental st imu lation and 
~ow their desire. t'O 
accomplish something 
worthwhile. 
I " 
, 
III 
r:-. 
\ . 
46. Close-up shot of Mrs. 
.... 
B. 98zing out a window 
and looking depressed. 
47. Mr. C. watching TV. 
48. Close-up sbot of silk 
gown, sandpaper, 
popcorn, bread and 
brightly-coloured 
squares of paper. 
49. Close-up shot of Mrs. 
C. smelling flowers. 
• 50. Mr. and Mrs. C. 
sitting in a theatre, 
looking at a 
programme. 
.,... 
, 
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46. There is a p~blem, 
though -- the elderly 
have restricted 
mobility, even ~ not in 
institutions. Because 
they cannot dri.ve or , 
afford transportation, 
they cannot get out and 
their friends cannot get 
in. , 
47. A very basic way to 
provide mental 
stimulation is through 
sensory stimulation. 
Very often the elderly 
become mentally lazy ~ 
-because they have the 
same sensory input day 
after day. 
48. How often does the 
elderly person have the 
chance to toach silk, 
sandpaper, or hold cold 
steel? Or smell fresh 
bread or popcorn? How 
often will they see 
bright colours, or taste 
a fresh peach or green 
pepper? 
49 • . The idea is to provide a 
variety of stimuli for 
all the senses which 
normally diminish with 
age. 
, 
50. However, sensory 
stimulation addresses 
only the basic need --
people crave mental 
activity that's 
pleasurable --
activities such as 
reading, playing cards, 
theatre, and bingo. 
', ' 
1 
-
( 
" ( 
51. l-Ir. C. uSing. a home 
computer. 
52. Title: SECURITY. 
Accompanied by a 
cartoon of an older _ 
m~n thinking, "I need 
to f.eel secure." 
53. Clos~-up shot of a 
frosted glass door 
with the legend 
"Missing Persons 
Division". 
54. 
55. 
Close-up of old-age 
penyon cheque. 
\ 
~. B. arguing with a 
doctor and gripping 
his coat lapels. 
• 
), 
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51. New experiences should 
not be ignored, eit~er. 
Contrary to popular 
belief, the elderly are 
productive, creative and 
capable of learning new 
skillS. There is 
absolu~eli no reaton why 
a person shouldn't take 
up painting, swimming or 
even computing. 
52. security is one need. • 
wpich many elderly 
people are denied almost 
constantl7, and there is 
very li~e that can be 
,,_done about it in many 
cases. 
53. One of the greatest 
fears .is "loss ?f-'''mental 
control. It f~ ~ot 
IJilCOmmOn for there to be 
some memor~pss in old 
age, and unfortunately, 
many'people attribute 
this to senility. It 
need not be. 
54. 
55. 
/ 
Financial circumstances 
also produce worries --
elderly people often 
live on fixed pensions. 
They fear starvation and 
dying without enough 
money for their own 
funeral. 
The elderly . fear going 
to hO~Pital because they 
will ever be 
disch rged. Another 
conce ~iS the dying 
proces although they 
may not actually fear 
death itself. " 
,., 
" 
56., Close-up of young 
nurse pointing to a 
,blackboard. 
57. 
58. 
Split screen: Door 
with ftMissing Persons 
Division ft • Mrs. B. 
arguing with doctor. 
Title: REALITY 
ACCEPTANCE. 
Accompanied by a 
cartoon of an elder 
man·thinking, ftI am 
old ••. l might as well 
grow old with grace. ft 
59. Mrs. B. being examined 
by a doctor in the 
doctor t 5 off ice. 
60. Black-and-white photo 
pf frail elderly lady 
in a nursing home'. 
-:-
56. 
"-
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Because people fear what 
they do not understand, 
the best way to approach 
insecurity is by ~ 
educating the elderly. 
57. They need to understand 
that every illness does 
not mean L ' 
hospitalization, and 
,that hospitalization 
need riot be long-term. 
They need to be told 
that memory loss and 
even confusion are not 
necessarily signs of 
mental deterioration. 
58. The fears of old age are 
often due to'myths and 
misconceptions about the 
realities of old age. 
The realities need to be 
shorn of their mythical 
horror and looked at 
squa'rely. 
59. There are cer~aln 
realities -- the body is 
decline. There is no 
general effect produced 
by aging -- sight and 
hearing, for instance, 
are not necessarily lost 
-- bllt Inot some 
deterioration is 
unavoidable. 
60. One of the greatest 
myths is that the 
elderly ~re almost 
invariably ill or 
infirm. Age does ~ 
equal illness. Another 
great myth is that large 
numbers of the el~erly 
are in institutions. 
Only about 10% of the 
people over 6S are in 
nursing homes or 
hospitals. 
--" " 
.. 
--
\ 
\ 
6!. Young lady helping 
Hrs. C. with her 
grocery shopping. 
62. 1-1rs. B. sitting ~n a 
nursing home lobby, 
clutching her purse 
and some plastic bags. 
63. Mrs. C. lcioking at a 
photograph album. 
64. Close-up shot of an 
,elderly hand clasping 
a you~ger hand. 
65. Title: COMMUNICATION. 
Accompanied by a 
cartoon of an older 
man saying, "I need 
peopl e. I need 
friendship. I need 
love." 
-' 
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61. Elderly people must 
realize that they may 
still need some help 
with the performance of 
daily tasks and 
functions even if they 
are not ill or frail. 
62. Coming to grips with 
dependency is not easy. 
~his elderly woman situ 
in the lobby of her 
nursing home, clutching 
her possessions and · I 
w~iting for the day when 
she can~ go home. She 
cannot come to terms 
with ~er dependency •• 
63. Another great difficulty 
the elderly have is 
" 64. 
" facing up to their many 
losses. They may lose 
• " '2 • ( t: ~h' i r l,h 1' ..; i I ~ 1 
r 'Jill,; t .Lvn~. Th~y molj 
lose a spouse, close 
friends or family. 
The elderly ~annot deal 
wi~ stress as well as 
younger people, so they 
need people willing to 
help them adjust to the 
realities of old age. 
65. Elderly people need 
people who are patient. 
More to the point, they 
need people. They need 
to communicate, and 
remain an integral part 
of society. They need a 
sense of belonging. 
• 
-'\.. I 
, 
66. Mr. C. ina pa r k , 
walking away from the 
camera. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
• Mrs. B. iri ~a whee~-
chair, bein~ . pushed 
along a hospital 
corridor by a nurse. 
• 
Mrs. B. sitting by a 
phone, looking glum. 
A man talking 
animatedly to an old 
woman ' in a nuising 
home. 
70. Close-up shot of a 
young lady looking 
through a hospital 
ward door with 'a 
concerned expression 
on her face. 
-~-
• 
, , 
, --.... ~ 
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66. While some ' £!ldecly 
people prefer to be on 
their own, there are 
others who are lonely 
and depressed because 
their friends are far 
away or dead, or ~ecause 
their family's not 
'interested in them • 
67. ,Elderly friends may not! 
be far away but may 
still be inaccessible. 
Imagine livin~ tn a 
nursing home, with your 
oldest friend next door 
but being unable to 
visit each other with~ut 
help from the staffl 
... 
68. Elderly peop! e s'omet imes 
feel unwanted. The 
answer to this problem 
is both simple and 
d~f[_ ' · u~ t.. - - ~r.': ; , r.1g..: 
establishmeht of new 
relationships with 
people ' of all ages. 
69. The elderly need 
Quality communication, 
because they sometimes 
have less energy to 
invest in socializing • 
. They need wa rm and • 
sincere companions who 
are genuninely 
interested in them. 
70; How many times during 
this presentation did 
you imagine how you 
f would react if the needs 
mentioned were denied 
you? Even if the answer 
is "only once", you'd~ 
on your. way to a healthy 
attitude to the elderly. 
, 
• 71. Title: 
INDIVIDUALITY r -' -l 
SELF-WORTH " \. 
HEALTHY PHILOSOPHY 
CONTROL 
MENTAL STIMULATION 
SECURITY 
REALITY ACCEPTANCE 
COMMUNICATION , 
72. Graphic: cartoon oft 
an old man walking \ 
along a road which is 
signposted "Happy old 
age this way." Above 
the"road is a huge 
weight, set to fall. 
73. Nurse lecturing to-a 
group of young people. 
7 4 • Mr. and H r s. C. 
standing on a hill, 
looking off into the 
horizon. 
/ 
75. Title: SCRtPT BY 
DOUGLAS CUFF 
76. Title: PHOTOGRAPHER 
GEOFFREY ROSS 
77. Title: GRAPHIC 
ARTIST PAUL HE~ON 
78-~ Ti tIe: THE END 
STOP AND REWIND TAPE 
• 
. . 
• 
72. 
74. 
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You will have realized -
Co. by now that tile clJerly 
have the same psy~ho­
social needs as all. 
society. 
Wh peculiar to the 
el is that society 
rna not a~ways be aWure 
.of or a tl:end to the i r 
ne ds. They have -to 
\ 
fi ht to achieve what 
ar really their rights. 
ThEt eleerly need help in 
sa~isfy ing the~ needs. 
Mote than that, they 
need the help of all 
health professionals in 
educating society. 
YQU must encourage the 
elderly to fight back. 
And you must help them 
in their fight./\ Think 
of it as an inve~tment 
in the future. 
4 [Music continues.] 
r 
75. [Music continues.] 
76. [Music continues.) 
~ 
77. (MliB ic cont inues. ] 
78. [Music fades out. ] 
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